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Hello, and welcome to the  

BAVS Newsletter! 

Let me, in this editorial, plant the seeds of an idea: 

whether you are already confirmed as a speaker or have 

not yet considered attending as a delegate, The University 

of Kent, nestled in 'The Garden of England', is the place 

to be this September. Your friends and family will be 

green with envy. With papers on a diversity of themes, it is 

the kind of environment where (provided you don't 

overconsume during the conference dinner) you will be 

properly refuelled and energised about the prospect of 

leaving a positive intellectual footprint upon the landscape 

of Victorian Studies. Tending as you may the upcoming 

generations of scholars in the professionalisation 

workshop, or tapping deep into the complex root system 

of the keynotes' tree of knowledge, you'll never want to 

leave. 

So don't let unsustainable thinking put the 'ouch' in grouch 

- avoid the pain of missing out and book your place now! 

Meanwhile, in these pages abound such natural riches as 

conference reports on coastal themes, Hopkins, rural-

urban relationships, body parts, the tactile imagination, 

and Victorians 'beyond the canon'. 

Kermit had it wrong. In such company, it is easy being 

green. 

If you have news or reviews on a nineteenth-century 

theme, please get in touch. BAVS members, including 
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s     postgraduate students, are warmly encouraged to offer articles and reports. 

Whether you have organised a conference, attended an event or exhibition, or 

would like to draw attention to research projects that have recently been 

recognised by funding bodies, I would love to hear from you! For further 

information, and to forward review or research contributions, please contact me 

at BAVSnews@gmail.com. 

Yours, 

Alexandra 

Dr Alexandra Lewis (University of Aberdeen) 
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BAVS 2014 Conference    

Victorian SustainabilityVictorian SustainabilityVictorian SustainabilityVictorian Sustainability    

Hosted by the Centre for Victorian Literature & CultureHosted by the Centre for Victorian Literature & CultureHosted by the Centre for Victorian Literature & CultureHosted by the Centre for Victorian Literature & Culture        

University of KentUniversity of KentUniversity of KentUniversity of Kent 

CanterburyCanterburyCanterburyCanterbury 

September 4September 4September 4September 4----6, 20146, 20146, 20146, 2014        

    

Keynote speakers:Keynote speakers:Keynote speakers:Keynote speakers: Harriet Ritvo (MIT)Harriet Ritvo (MIT)Harriet Ritvo (MIT)Harriet Ritvo (MIT),,,, Dennis Denisoff (Ryerson University)Dennis Denisoff (Ryerson University)Dennis Denisoff (Ryerson University)Dennis Denisoff (Ryerson University)        

andandandand Caroline Arscott (CCaroline Arscott (CCaroline Arscott (CCaroline Arscott (Courtauldourtauldourtauldourtauld    InstituteInstituteInstituteInstitute)))) 

~ From emerging ideas about the perils of environmental degradation to the establishment of 
the National Trust, the concept of sustainability began to take a new importance in the 

Victorian period that remains relevant in 21st century modernity~ 
 
There will be a professionalisation workshop for postgraduates and early-career researchers 
attending the conference on Thursday morning (9am - 12. 15pm), on the theme "Sustaining a 
career beyond the PhD". (Once you have registered for the conference, there is no additional 
cost for the workshop.)  The main conference will commence at 1pm, Thursday, with the 
opening plenary and the conference will conclude with the President's Panel after lunch on 
Saturday (ending at approx. 2.45pm). 
 
The conference programme will be available in mid-July.   
Online registration is now available at:Online registration is now available at:Online registration is now available at:Online registration is now available at:    https://kenthospitality.kent.ac.uk/Register/bavshttps://kenthospitality.kent.ac.uk/Register/bavshttps://kenthospitality.kent.ac.uk/Register/bavshttps://kenthospitality.kent.ac.uk/Register/bavs 
Any conference inquiries can be sent to Wendy Parkins at:  kentbavs2014@gmail.com 

 

William Dyce, Pegwell Bay, Kent - a Recollection of October 5th 1858. (?1858 -1860).  Tate Britain. 
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The Image of Real Jane? The Image of Real Jane? The Image of Real Jane? The Image of Real Jane? Rossetti’s Obsession: Images of Jane MorrisRossetti’s Obsession: Images of Jane MorrisRossetti’s Obsession: Images of Jane MorrisRossetti’s Obsession: Images of Jane Morris        

(15 March to 1 June 2014, Cartwright Art Gallery, Bradford; (15 March to 1 June 2014, Cartwright Art Gallery, Bradford; (15 March to 1 June 2014, Cartwright Art Gallery, Bradford; (15 March to 1 June 2014, Cartwright Art Gallery, Bradford;     

20 June to 21 September, Lady Lever Art Gallery, Liverpool)20 June to 21 September, Lady Lever Art Gallery, Liverpool)20 June to 21 September, Lady Lever Art Gallery, Liverpool)20 June to 21 September, Lady Lever Art Gallery, Liverpool)    

 

'Pandora', 1878, Dante Gabriel Rossetti © National Museums Liverpool    

This small but worthwhile exhibition explores one of the best-known relationships in the 

history of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood: the obsession of Dante Gabriel Rossetti with Jane 

Morris, the wife of William Morris.  In a sense, we learn nothing new: we knew that Rossetti 

repeatedly depicted his lover in a variety of guises, in the culmination of a somewhat 

unsettling preoccupation with the female face and form which was analysed in a famous essay 

by Griselda Pollock, ‘Woman as Sign’ (Vision and Difference, 1988).  An act of outrageous 

appropriation, argues Pollock: what we see in Rossetti’s paintings of women is the landscape 

of Victorian male bourgeois sexuality.  Is this indeed what we see? 
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But there are some surprises here.  We see some of the lesser-known studies and sketches, as 

well as the oil outcomes.  For me, the John R. Parsons photographs – which Rossetti 

orchestrated as an aid to his own creativity – were a surprise: these five photographs, dating 

from 1865, show Jane Morris artfully composed into various swirls and coils, as if her bones 

have melted.  The final image shows her in the unlikely environs of a tent!  She also features as 

the object of a magician’s passion in the lesser known and mysterious study for Michael Scott’s 

Wooing (1870), before appearing in more familiar mythological guises as Pandora (1878) and 

Proserpine (1882).  But one of our M.A. students, Liz Henry, and I were both more taken by 

the chalk study for Water Willow (1871), intended to accompany a sonnet sequence of 1868.  

For once, Jane Morris looks out at the viewer with a rather candid and contemplative gaze, with 

less of the Sphinx, the goddess, or the femme fatale about her. It’s drawn on pale green paper, 

and she appears like a rather pensive minor river nymph, emerging from the still waters 

behind.  According to Jan Marsh’s excellent catalogue, this was Jane’s favourite image of herself 

by Rossetti, and you can see why: there is a restraint and a respect for her personality which we 

both felt was absent in some of the other images.   

Where is Jane in these images?  A question which other viewers ask themselves, I think. Two 

of our M.A. students offer here their reflections on two of the better-known images: both were 

intrigued by Rossetti’s quest for beauty, and found something touching and challenging in it.  

Haythem Bastawy writes about La Donna della Finestra,     

… a recurring theme in Rossetti’s work from 1870 onwards. Inspired by Dante’s 

autobiographical Vita Nuova, Rossetti painted Jane Morris as Dante’s beloved, 

Beatrice, looking down upon him as the lady of pity. With her olive skin, frizzy hair, 

‘columnar’ neck, Jane Morris was far from being a beauty in Victorian eyes, 

nevertheless, Rossetti, as a Pre-Raphaelite, challenged Victorian standards of beauty, 

art, phrenology and morality. The lady of pity is gazing directly at the viewer in 

complete disregard to Victorian codes of female modesty. Her broad and rather 

masculine shoulders exude confidence and self-assurance. Her large hands and the 

way she is holding her wrist, along with the open window in the background and her 

full red lips imply sexual availability. In clear brilliance, Rossetti dims everything in the 

painting, including even Beatrice’s dress and the daylight coming through the window 

in the background, to let Beatrice’s unconventional face shine with its eccentric beauty. 

Rossetti’s recurrent Pre-Raphaelite themes and techniques have broken Victorian casts 

of taste, in 1878 Mary Haweis wrote on Pre-Raphaelite painters, ‘All the ugly faces they 

have shown us have a certain beauty of their own.’i Jane Morris, however, was neither 

an ‘ugly face’ nor a bizarre beauty to Rossetti. As the name of the exhibition suggests, 

she was his passionate obsession since the death of his wife in 1868 and La Donna 

della Finestra (1870) remains his expression that she is to him what Beatrice was to 

Dante.  

While Haythem felt that Rossetti allowed Jane’s unconventional beauty to shine through, 

Andrew Coulson, meanwhile, was intrigued by what the study for Astarte Syriaca had to say 

about Rossetti’s ruthless pursuit of perfection, his modelling of not only Jane but even her 

daughter into divinity:  
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The triple portrait sketch from around 1875 for the head of Astarte Syriaca is but one 

of the many preparatory pieces for the final painting.ii Highly detailed, the drawings 

continue to emphasise Jane’s features – her lips, her hair, and her almost masculine 

throat – as illustrative of the artist’s idea of perfection. The completed 1877 painting of 

Astarte Syriaca, held by Manchester City Art Galleries, does indeed remain true to the 

likeness of Jane in the central figure of Venus/Astarte, but the supporting angels had 

changed by the time of completion so that Jane’s daughter, May, is portrayed as the 

left-hand angel – unlike the triple portrait shown in the exhibition.  The classical pose 

and erotically-charged emphasis of the breasts and hips, achieved through use of silver 

belts (from Rossetti’s own collection of jewellery and now part of the May Morris 

bequest at the V&A),iii was counterbalanced by display of an accompanying sonnet to 

the frame of the picture.iv Rossetti was well known as an artist who would produce 

replicates, triplicates or even greater numbers of  essentially the same work – again in 

part due to his striving to reach perfection, and at times would also take the core of one 

piece and adapt it to another. In the case of Astarte Syriaca, for example, he used the 

same central figure, dressed and positioned almost identically to produce Mnemosyne 

(also known as The Lamp of Memory/Ricordanza) some four years later.v Whilst 

successful and impressive as an image of Astarte, the completed work was not to 

everyone’s taste; the picture being damaged by rocks thrown at it in 1913 by rioting 

women who had invaded the art gallery during a Woman’s Suffrage demonstration in 

Manchester.vi 

Towards the end of the exhibition are two images of Jane Morris in old age, by Evelyn de 

Morgan (1904) and Emory Walker (1898).  Beatrice may have died young, allowing Dante to 

deify her, but Jane Morris long outlived her lover. However, she remained Rossetti’s muse: De 

Morgan’s image shows her with abundant white hair, but the engorged throat and dream-like 

gaze is still there, although she looks almost agonised about it.  But nearby you find an 

embroidered panel of honeysuckle, designed by William Morris and embroidered by Jane and 

May, a symbol of her own ability to create, her own artistic agency.  And a letter from Jane to 

her husband, dated August 1896, where we hear her voice: ‘I was roused this morning by the 

sound of real rain, I have been taken in so many times by the leaves against the window …’.   

Rosemary Mitchell, with Haythem Bastawy and Andrew CoulsonRosemary Mitchell, with Haythem Bastawy and Andrew CoulsonRosemary Mitchell, with Haythem Bastawy and Andrew CoulsonRosemary Mitchell, with Haythem Bastawy and Andrew Coulson    

 

i S. P. Casteras, ‘Pre-Raphaelite Challenges to Victorian Canons of Beauty’, Huntington Library Quarterly, 55/1 
(Winter 1992), pp. 13-35, p. 32. 
ii K.  Roberts, ‘Rossetti in London and Birmingham’, The Burlington Magazine, 115 (1973), pp. 133-139. 
iii S. Bury, ‘Rossetti and his Jewellery’, The Burlington Magazine, 118 (1976), pp. 94 –102. 
iv  C. Golden, ‘Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s Two-Sided Art’, Victorian Poetry 26/4 (Winter 1988), pp 394 -402. 
v  D. W. Thomas,  ‘Replicas and Originality: Picturing Agency in Dante Gabriel Rossetti and Manchester’, 
Victorian Studies 43/1 (2000), pp 67–102 
vi  V. M. Allen, ‘“One Strangling Golden Hair”: Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s Lady Lilith’, The Art Bulletin 66/2 (June 
1984), pp 285 -295.
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Coastal Cultures of the Long Coastal Cultures of the Long Coastal Cultures of the Long Coastal Cultures of the Long 

Nineteenth CenturyNineteenth CenturyNineteenth CenturyNineteenth Century    

Laura WhitebellLaura WhitebellLaura WhitebellLaura Whitebell    (BAVS bursary (BAVS bursary (BAVS bursary (BAVS bursary 

recipient, University of Rochester, recipient, University of Rochester, recipient, University of Rochester, recipient, University of Rochester, 

USA)USA)USA)USA)    

The dreaming spires of Oxford are not 

usually associated with the seaside, but 

between 14 and 15 March 2014, the 

Coastal Cultures of the Long Nineteenth 

Century conference brought the tang of 

salty air and the crash of ocean waves to 

the inland city. With ten panels running 

over two days, the conference gathered 

fifty scholars from different disciplines 

(including literature, history, music, 

geography and art history) and provided a 

rigorous but rewarding series of 

presentations that engaged in some way 

with the coast: a liminal space that is 

neither really land nor sea.    

Kate Flint’s (USC) plenary session on the 

topic of ‘Seaweed’ set the tone of the 

conference with an exploration of this 

overlooked but ever-present part of the 

seaside. Reminding us that the shore is a 

space where leisure and labour co-exist, 

Flint’s lecture took us through the various 

Victorian uses and representations of 

seaweed in order to highlight the diversity 

that this liminal space offers. From its 

careful preservation in Victorian ladies’ 

scrapbooks to its role as an important 

agro-industrial commodity, the 

classification, domestication and 

commercialisation of seaweed can be 

understood as an attempt to seize control of 

the shore, and transform it into a useful 

space. Similarly, Fiona Stafford’s (Oxford) 

plenary, ‘“No Ice in Weymouth”’, 

unpacked the multiplicity of the coast by 

examining the way that Regency 

representations shift between the sea side 

and the sea shore. Her discussion of the 

rise of Weymouth as a fashionable resort 

underlined that while the seaside is a space 

of pleasure, recreation and well-being 

(especially as the popularity of sea bathing 

grew), the shore is also a vulnerable 

national border that is susceptible to the 

threat of invasion. 

The focus of the conference allowed 

familiar topics to be re-evaluated, as well as 

ventures onto more unfamiliar ground. 

Names that have a strong association with 

the sea, such as Turner or Stevenson, were 

re-evaluated from the unique viewpoint that 

the shore allows, while writers that seem 

rooted to domestic or rural spaces, like 

Jane Austen or George Eliot, were 

glimpsed holidaying at the seaside or 

collecting fossils on the beach. The panel 

entitled ‘Women and the Coast’ was a 

useful exploration of the gendered tensions 

inherent in the conventionally masculine 

maritime world. Carl Thompson 

(Nottingham Trent), Leya Landau (NYU, 

London) and Catherine Redford (Oxford) 

considered women’s reactions to coastal 

spaces through papers on the cultural and 

literary preconceptions of shipwrecks, 

Fanny Burney in Brighton and Mary 

Shelley’s The Last Man respectively. A 
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panel from the second day, ‘Edging’, 

designated coasts as borderlands and 

described these spaces as authorising a 

unique set of behavioural, textual and 

aesthetic practices. Karen Shepherdson’s 

(Christchurch, Canterbury) paper took us 

into the world of early commercial beach 

photography, while her co-panelists Shelley 

Trower (Roehampton) and Justin Hopper 

discussed cliffs in late Victorian fiction and 

the use of historical texts about the sea 

shore in contemporary art. The panel that I 

presented on, ‘Oceanic’, brought together 

Julie Watt’s discussion of the Scottish 

community on the Gold Coast of Africa 

with a paper re-assessing the Anglo-Saxon 

influence on transatlantic telegraphy from 

Brian Murray (Cambridge), and Laura 

Whitebell’s (Rochester) presentation on 

newspaper hoaxes about transatlantic 

communication (my own). The three 

papers had a number of interesting (and 

unexpected!) points of connection, namely 

a reminder of the shore as the very edge of 

the land, a place that blurs the beginning 

and the end of the nation and where a 

transnational perspective comes into focus.  

One of the highlights of the conference was 

the Friday evening recital with singers from 

the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, 

Dominic Sedgwick and Catherine 

Backhouse, who performed songs from the 

latter part of the period covered by the 

Coastal Cultures conference. Musicologist 

and pianist Ceri Owen introduced and 

accompanied the programme, which 

moved through rarely-performed English 

popular songs to a selection from Elgar’s 

cycle, Sea Pictures. The recital was a perfect 

way of highlighting the interdisciplinary 

nature of the conference and a reminder of 

the cultural space that the coast occupies in 

everyday life: a place to sit and dream of an 

ocean voyage, to fear the fate of a wrecked 

ship or to breathe in relief after a safe 

return to shore. 

Margaret Cohen’s (Stanford) plenary ended 

the conference with a wide-ranging 

contemplation of the representations of 

marine biology in nineteenth-century 

literature, opening with Charles Kingsley’s 

Water Babies and moving through 

advances in diving technology to science 

fiction. A neat parallel to Flint’s opening 

session, ‘Underwater Adventures’ again 

highlighted how the Romantic fear of the 

sea shifted towards Victorian curiosity in 

the period under focus, leading to a desire 

to control and categorise this space. She 

closed by asking whether there is a contact 

point between marine biology and fictional 

prose, a point that was echoed throughout 

the two days. 

The final session of the conference was an 

open discussion, providing all the attendees 

with a chance to reflect on the topic of 

coasts and its place in wider scholarly study. 

How do coastal studies differ from sea or 

ocean studies? What kind of role does this 

subject play within transnational studies (a 

topic that many presentations and Q&A 

sessions touched upon), and would a 

‘coastal cultures’ conference look different 

if it had taken place in a different country? 

Are fears about a rapidly changing climate 

introducing a note of urgency into our 

discussion, as familiar coastlines erode, 

change and sometimes even disappear? Do 

coastal dwellers look out towards the sea, or 

turn their backs on it in order to gaze back 

towards the land? 

As this last paragraph suggests, we left 

Oxford with more questions than answers, 

which I think is testament to the stimulating 

and lively discussion that we shared. Many 
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thanks to conveners Matthew Ingleby 

(UCL) and Matthew Kerr (Oxford), to 

BAVS and Magdalen College for their 

generous funding, and to the English 

Faculty, University of Oxford, for hosting 

the conference.  

************    

Hopkins’ AudiencesHopkins’ AudiencesHopkins’ AudiencesHopkins’ Audiences    
Newcastle UniversityNewcastle UniversityNewcastle UniversityNewcastle University    
4444thththth    April 2014April 2014April 2014April 2014    
    
Roisin LeonardRoisin LeonardRoisin LeonardRoisin Leonard    ((((MA student in MA student in MA student in MA student in 
English Literature, Newcastle English Literature, Newcastle English Literature, Newcastle English Literature, Newcastle 
UniversityUniversityUniversityUniversity))))    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In celebration of the publication of The 

Collected Works of Gerard Manley 

Hopkins by Oxford University Press, 

Newcastle University’s School of English 

hosted a one-day workshop entitled 

‘Hopkins’ Audiences’, co-organised by 

Martin Dubois (Newcastle) and Kelsey 

Thornton (retired Head of the School of 

English at Birmingham). The generous 

support of the British Association for 

Victorian Studies, Oxford University Press, 

and the Faculty of Humanities and Social 

Sciences, Newcastle University, meant that 

conference fees could be kept low for 

postgraduates and early-career researchers, 

which was reflected in the vibrant 

assemblage of students from Edinburgh, 

York, Cambridge, Newcastle and Durham. 

The workshop aimed to place Hopkins in a 

more expansive intellectual context than 

has usually been the case by engaging 

interdisciplinary approaches to his work. By 

drawing on the expertise of national and 

international academics, an eclectic and 

thought-provoking range of papers were 

presented across the three panels.  

The workshop began with Michael 

O’Neill’s (Durham) discussion of ‘Hopkins 

and Beauty’, in which he argued – in a 

reversal of Ezra Pound’s famous 

proclamation – that ‘difficulty is beauty’ for 

Hopkins. O’Neill argued that, in Hopkins’ 

hands, beauty is exceptionally nuanced: it 

can be brutal (for example, in ‘The 

Windhover’); it is often sacrificed in tussles 

with contradiction; and it frequently buckles 

under the pressures of the poem.   

Aakanksha Virkar-Yates (Sussex) was the 

second speaker of the day, providing a 

richly inter-textual paper on ‘The “inner 

man” as subject and audience in G.M. 

Hopkins’. Virkar-Yates traced the 

relationship between religious scripture and 

The Wreck of the Deutschland, with 

particular emphasis on the idea of ‘double 

creation’ in Genesis. Following up the two 

biblical creation narratives, Virkar-Yates 

suggested that the ‘inner man’ was made in 

God’s divine image, while the ‘outer’, 

corporeal man was formed from dust; and, 

through the ‘inner man’ who represents 

spiritual contemplation, Hopkins’ poems 

find resolution.  
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Concluding the morning panel, Matthew 

Campbell (York) presented a highly 

original paper on sound, space and simile-

making in ‘The Blessed Virgin compared 

to the Air we Breathe’. Focusing on echo in 

the poem, Campbell suggested that thinking 

about basic physical principles (specifically, 

the idea that sounds waves must occupy 

space) helped with understanding the 

poem’s creation of ‘atmosphere’: a product 

of the overlapping of sound and space. For 

Campbell, sound is the source of the 

poem’s semantic impetus and encourages a 

‘reading with the ears’. 

The second panel began with Jane Wright’s 

(Bristol) consideration of ‘Hopkins and 

Address’, which argued that Hopkins’ verse 

has oratorical qualities, and so offers 

lessons in being a responsible listener.  

Wright provided a particularly thoughtful 

assessment of ‘Ribblesdale’, in which 

Hopkins enacts responsible listening by 

embodying both orator and audience: in 

this poem he addresses the landscape but, 

unlike other men, also listens to its 

response.  

Hopkins’ extensive correspondence was the 

focus of Michael Hurley’s paper, ‘Hopkins 

as Letter Writer, bye the bye’. Hurley drew 

our attention to Hopkins’ parentheses, 

suggesting that their meta-commentary 

often proves more instructive to the reader 

than the main commentary of the letter. 

Hurley showed these parentheses to be 

sites for the eruption of humour meaning 

that, in the same way that lightness and 

darkness are mutually enforcing in 

Hopkins’ poems, melancholy is shot 

through with humour in the letters. 

Next, Jude V. Nixon and Fr. Noel Barber 

S.J. provided a comprehensive view of their 

upcoming edition of Hopkins’ ‘Sermons 

and Spiritual Writings’ (Volume V of The 

Collected Works of Gerard Manley 

Hopkins). With this volume, Nixon and 

Barber provide as complete a picture as 

possible of Hopkins’ parish ministry, 

include much material absent from the 

previous edition of Hopkins’ sermons and 

spiritual writings, and reshape Hopkins 

studies by presenting the spiritual writings 

as worthy of critical attention in their own 

right. Interestingly, Nixon and Barber 

suggest that this new volume shows less 

tension between Hopkins’ roles as priest 

and poet than has previously been thought. 

The workshop’s third and final panel was 

led by Francis O’Gorman (Leeds), on the 

subject of ‘Hopkins’ Dead Letter Poems’. 

O’Gorman took a particularly innovative 

approach to Hopkins’ poems by 

metaphorically conceiving of them as 

letters. Through this conception of 

Hopkins’ poems, O’Gorman was able to 

tackle interesting questions of address, such 

as whether some poems are undeliverable, 

‘un-addressable’, or somehow fail in their 

efforts to transmit meaning. 

Andrew Hodgson’s (Durham) paper, on 

the subject of Hopkins’ Explanations’, 

provided insightful close-readings of ‘To 

R.B.’, ‘The Lantern out of Doors’ and 

‘Henry Purcell’. Hodgson was particularly 

interested in strangeness or oddness in 

Hopkins’ work, which he persuasively 

argued was evidence of a ‘yielding side to 

Hopkins’ imagination’. 

James Williams (York) provided the final 

paper of the day, exploring the surprising 

topic of ‘Hopkins’ Comedy’. Williams 

suggested a new attitude to reading 

Hopkins’ work – specifically, that we 

should think of Hopkins as a more comic 

poet than has been generally been 
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acknowledged, and conceive of his work as 

part of a Dantean comedic tradition. 

Williams also argued that Hopkins’ use of 

language reveals comic sensibility as – at 

times –his verse seems to distance itself 

deliberately from eloquence.  

Before the day drew to a close, speakers 

and delegates were brought together for a 

roundtable discussion led by four of the six 

editors of The Collected Works. Jude 

Nixon and Noel Barber were joined by 

Kelsey Thornton and Catherine Phillips 

(Cambridge) to discuss the impact of this 

new collection on the future of Hopkins 

scholarship. The unprecedented access to 

Hopkins’ writings it provides – including his 

notebooks, personal meditations, and draft 

work, among much else – clearly has the 

potential to revitalise the ways in which we 

think about Hopkins and his place within 

Victorian poetry more broadly. However, 

one of the highlights of the roundtable was 

discovering the extent of Hopkins’ non-

academic appeal: he is, for example, a 

writer of critical importance for Catholic 

readerships and environmentalists. 

Perhaps, then, the most exciting part of 

The Collected Works of Gerard Manley 

Hopkins will be its potential to unite the 

varied, vibrant and growing collective of 

Hopkins’ Audiences. 

************    

Sights andSights andSights andSights and    FrightsFrightsFrightsFrights    
University of SussexUniversity of SussexUniversity of SussexUniversity of Sussex    
ThursdayThursdayThursdayThursday    19191919thththth    June 2014 June 2014 June 2014 June 2014     
    
Treena WarrenTreena WarrenTreena WarrenTreena Warren, Co, Co, Co, Co----organiserorganiserorganiserorganiser 
 
The aim of this one-day conference was to 
explore and interrogate cultural cross-
currents between 19th century visual culture 
and the literature, science and social 
practices of the period, particularly where 

these were concerned with attitudes to and 
instances of, the supernatural and horrific. 
 
The conference attracted a variety of 
international delegates, including research 
students and academics, as well as 
professionals working in such diverse fields 
as museum curating, fiction writing, 
publishing and contemporary art – 
evidence that the ghostly and ghoulish is a 
widely popular area of interest.  
 
Professor William Hughes (Bath Spa 
University) kicked off proceedings with his 
keynote lecture Talking Heads: 
Reconfiguring Post-Mortem Testimony in 
the Ghost Story. This fascinating talk 
discussed how the supernatural and 
evidential converge in the ghost-story trope 
of the re-animated corpse. Professor 
Hughes explained how stories such as 
Rudyard Kipling’s At The End of Passage 
(1890) and James Muddock’s little-known 
Some Experiments with a Head (1899) 
depict technology as an agency that gives 
voice to cadavers – a voice then used to 
extract a testimony that is a more tangible 
or corporeal form of horror than that of the 
standard, ethereal spectre. 
 
The six panel discussions showcased the 
inter-disciplinary nature and exciting range 
of research being conducted in the field.  
 
‘The Spectral Lens’ was themed around 
visual technologies, and featured an 
examination of the telescope as an analogy 
for the terrors of Thomas De Quincey’s 
mind by Dr. Gillian Daw (University of 
Sussex) while Dr. Owen Clayton 
(University of Lincoln) explored the links 
between Francis Galton’s composite 
photographs and Robert Louis Stevenson’s 
understanding of the divided self.  
 
‘Vision/s and Insight/s’ included papers 
with an interest in spiritualism and ghosts. 
Dr. Vicky Margree’s (University of 
Brighton) topic was women’s ghost fiction 
as an early forum for feminist thought, Dr. 
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Michael Newton (University of Leiden) 
discussed hallucination and dream in the 
ghost story and Dr. Ruth Heholt (Falmouth 
University) considered different kinds of 
vision in the spiritualist practice of 
Catherine Crowe.  
 
Theatrical monsters such as mummies and 
werewolves, and the relationship between 
early cinema and the uncanny were 
discussed by Sarah Winter (University of 
Northumbria), Dr. Robert Dean 
(University of South Wales) and Frances 
Kamm (University of Kent) in ‘Stage and 
Screen’, while ‘Image and Text’ explored 
contingencies between literature and the 
visual, from speakers Dr. Douglas Small 
(University of Glasgow), Eleanor Robinson 
(University of Sussex) and Dr. Jonathan 
Buckmaster (UCL Royal Holloway). 
Topics addressed were the metaphorical 
and aesthetic connections between 
phantasmagoria and the decadent literature 
of Wilde, Huysmans, Lorrain and 
Beardsley; the influence of photography on 
the social and literary construct of the 
séance, and the role of supernatural and 
horror tropes in television adaptations of 
Dickens’ novels – particularly the BBC’s 
recent The Mystery of Edwin Drood 
(2012). 
 
A very special and unique addition to the 
conference was a magic lantern 
demonstration, delivered with great 
humour and erudition by Trevor Beattie of 
the Magic Lantern Society. Delegates were 
treated to an hour of genuine 19th Century 
slides, including: Hand-painted ‘dissolving 
views’, photographic scenes of historic 
Brighton, ‘chromatropes’ or fake fireworks; 
a ‘smoking monkey’ and a ‘man swallowing 
rats’(!) – a spectacular and memorable 
insight into what Victorian society 
consumed as entertainment, and definitely 
one of the highlights of the day.  
 
In the afternoon panels, Ryan Sweet 
(University of Exeter) opened ‘Body 
Horrors’ with an exploration of the figure 

of the amputee in two obscure but 
intriguing short stories: W.C. Morrow’s His 
Unconquerable Enemy (1889) and Ernest 
G. Henham’s marvelously titled The 
Human Bundle (1897).  This was followed 
by Dr. Lin Pettersson’s (University of 
Malaga) discussion of enfreakment in the 
neo-Victorian novel The Palace of 
Curiosities (2013) by Rosie Garland, and 
Amanda Sciampacone’s (Birkbeck College) 
paper on visual representations of cholera 
as an embodied agent. 
 
The theme of ‘Unnerving Artefacts’ was 
uncanny objects, and the panel hosted 
papers by Eleanor Dobson (University of 
Birmingham) on the interaction of visual 
technologies with Egyptology and the 
occult, and Natasha McEnroe (Director of 
the Florence Nightingale Museum) on 
death masks, while artist Jessica Worden 
gave a text-based performance inspired by 
the absent yet present nature of 
breathlessness and ectoplasm.  
 The final keynote speech of the day was 
given by Dr. Tatiana Kontou, a senior 
lecturer at Oxford Brookes University and 
Sussex alumnus. In The Haunted Lens: 
Mourning and Proof in Post-Mortem and 
Spirit Photography, Dr. Kontou examined 
how the aesthetics of the post-mortem 
photograph permeated other kinds of 
nineteenth century imagery, for example, 
representations of children would often be 
arranged with the subject sleeping, and the 
actress Sarah Bernhardt had publicity 
photographs taken of herself posing, as if 
dead, in a coffin (which she also slept in!). 
A particularly sensitive and touching 
observation was how the post-mortem 
photograph – particularly those featuring 
children – facilitates mourning by 
reconfiguring bereavement as a new kind of 
relationship – one with a dead, rather than 
a living, loved one.    
 
‘Sights and Frights’ was organized by 
Catherine Pope, Eleanor Robinson, 
Michael Rowland and Treena Warren. 
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Sponsored by The Centre for Visual Fields 
at the University of Sussex, and supported 
by the Doctoral School’s Researcher-Led 
Initiative Fund 
Special thanks to: Professor Lindsay Smith, 
Kirsty Bennett, Lana Harper, Corinna 
Oliver, Mariam Zia and Victorian Secrets 
(victoriansecrets.com) 
 
For more information and full abstracts of 
all papers please see sightsandfrights.com 
    

************    
    
    

Lesser VictoriansLesser VictoriansLesser VictoriansLesser Victorians    

Report aReport aReport aReport authors and conference couthors and conference couthors and conference couthors and conference co----

organisorganisorganisorganisers: Dr Daragh Downes ers: Dr Daragh Downes ers: Dr Daragh Downes ers: Dr Daragh Downes 

(Trinity College Dublin) and Dr (Trinity College Dublin) and Dr (Trinity College Dublin) and Dr (Trinity College Dublin) and Dr 

Trish Ferguson (Lecturer, Liverpool Trish Ferguson (Lecturer, Liverpool Trish Ferguson (Lecturer, Liverpool Trish Ferguson (Lecturer, Liverpool 

Hope University)Hope University)Hope University)Hope University)    

 

The Department of English, Liverpool 

Hope University, in association with the 

School of English, Trinity College Dublin, 

held an international conference, entitled 

‘Lesser Victorians’ on the 12th and 13th 

September 2013 on the theme of Victorian 

canon formation. This conference brought 

together specialists in Victorian literature to 

examine neglected fictions of the era; 

working relationships and influences 

between canonical and non-canonical 

authors; the role played by print culture in 

Victorian literary productions; 

contemporary reviews and subsequent 

evaluations of Victorian fiction; and, 

ultimately, the ideological dynamics of 

canon formation.  

The conference drew participation from 

leading scholars of literary fiction and 

history, established and early career 

academics and postgraduate students of 

Victorian literature.  

 

The first keynote lecture was delivered by 

renowned Dickens expert and biographer, 

Professor Michael SlaterProfessor Michael SlaterProfessor Michael SlaterProfessor Michael Slater, who gave an 

entertaining and illuminating account of 

little-known sketches by William 

Makepeace Thackeray and Bret Harte that 

parody the literary works of a number of 

their contemporaries.  

 

This was followed by a lively panel of 

papers on early Victorian neglected writers: 

Henry Cockton, Thomas Miller and 

G.M.W. Reynolds. Christopher PittardChristopher PittardChristopher PittardChristopher Pittard 

gave a fascinating reading of Cockton’s The 

Life and Adventures of Valentine Vox, the 
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Ventriloquist (1840), which examined 

ventriloquism as a form of entertainment 

entering into places of high culture causing 

chaos in symbolic spaces as the Lord 

Chancellor’s chambers and the British 

Museum. AdamAdamAdamAdam    AbrahamAbrahamAbrahamAbraham and Ruth Ruth Ruth Ruth 

DohertyDohertyDohertyDoherty examined works by Thomas 

Miller and G.M.W. Reynolds respectively, 

bringing them into dialogue with more 

canonical writers of the era and examining 

how the conditions of literary production 

and the marketplace can operate as 

determining factors in the survival of 

literary texts of the era.  

 

The second panel of the conference again 

brought together papers examining 

neglected writers under the shadow of more 

enduring writers, alongside a paper arguing 

the significance of the work of George 

Borrow.  The first paper of the panel, by 

Marina CanoMarina CanoMarina CanoMarina Cano----LopezLopezLopezLopez, examined the work of 

Jane Austen’s niece, Catherine Anne 

Hubback, whose novels included The 

Younger Sister (1850), a continuation of 

Austen’s unfinished novel The Watsons—a 

novel which, Cano-Lopez argued, should 

cause us to re-assess the popular perception 

of Austen as a saintly and retiring spinster. 

Monika MazurekMonika MazurekMonika MazurekMonika Mazurek then examined George 

Borrow’s anti-Catholicism in the wider 

historical context of Victorian religious life 

and through a study of Borrow’s own 

personality, offering detailed 

psychoanalytical readings of his texts. The 

final paper of the panel, by Peter StilesPeter StilesPeter StilesPeter Stiles, 

examined connections between works by 

Elizabeth Gaskell and her now largely 

forgotten contemporary, Charlotte 

Elizabeth Tonna.  

 

The closing panel of the first day of ‘Lesser 

Victorians’ brought us to the middle of the 

nineteenth century, beginning with a 

fascinating study of Cardinal Wiseman’s 

Fabiola or, the Church of the Catacombs. 

Brian MurrayBrian MurrayBrian MurrayBrian Murray’s paper on this study of third-

century Rome, which he described as ‘a 

quixotic multimedia experiment in 

historical verisimilitude’, focused on the 

chasm of difference between modern 

readers and the Victorians. Murray argued 

for the centrality of Wiseman’s work in 

contributing to the historical, political, and 

theological ideas of the mid-nineteenth 

century.  Diana PowellDiana PowellDiana PowellDiana Powell offered an 

exploration of the differing ways in which 

Elizabeth Sewell and Charlotte Yonge 

‘domesticated and spiritualised’ Walter 

Scott’s aesthetic and ideological project of 

transmitting past ideas into the present. 

Jonathan PotterJonathan PotterJonathan PotterJonathan Potter brought the day’s 

proceedings to a close with a searching 

reading of Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton’s A 

Strange Story, which Potter glossed as an 

‘epistemological ghost story’ in order to 

relate it to contemporary debates as to the 
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nature of knowledge, consciousness and the 

supernatural.  

 

The second day of the conference opened 

with a keynote lecture by Professor CiaranProfessor CiaranProfessor CiaranProfessor Ciaran    

BradyBradyBradyBrady, author of James Anthony Froude: 

An Intellectual Biography of a Victorian 

Prophet (Oxford, 2013), who addressed 

Froude’s fiction in the context of the crisis 

of faith and developing concerns in the 

mid-nineteenth century with the shaping of 

character and personhood.  

The first panel of Day Two was opened by 

Richard PearsonRichard PearsonRichard PearsonRichard Pearson’s paper on Charles Reade 

and Dion Boucicault’s 1868 collaborative 

venture, Foul Play, which was both 

serialised as a novel and staged as a three-

act drama. Pearson drew a bold and 

persuasive connection between the 

concepts of collaboration and rivalry within 

Foul Play’s story and the curious dynamics 

of Reade and Boucicault’s own relationship 

as they negotiated the dual nature of the 

literary product they were co-fashioning. 

Duality of a different sort formed the focus 

of Rebecca LangworthyRebecca LangworthyRebecca LangworthyRebecca Langworthy’s paper on George 

MacDonald’s adult novel Adela Cathcart 

(1864), whose generic heterogeneity she 

discussed with reference to duality of 

readership (adult and young). Anne SchwanAnne SchwanAnne SchwanAnne Schwan 

closed the morning session by making the 

case that the ‘low life’ fictions of Frederick 

William Robinson, London-based 

journalist and prolific popular fiction writer, 

place him in line for critical reassessment 

similar to that recently bestowed on other 

‘minor’ Victorian novelists like Charles 

Reade or Margaret Oliphant.     

Friday’s second panel offered a brace of 

papers arguing eloquently for a non-

reductive view of their respective Victorian 

authors. The first, by Samantha McMillenSamantha McMillenSamantha McMillenSamantha McMillen, 

pressed the claims for Mary Elizabeth 

Braddon as ‘an author beyond sensation 

fiction’ by considering several of her lesser-

known short ghost and horror stories under 

the rubric of contemporary medical and 

psychological debates. Next, Matthew Matthew Matthew Matthew 

InglebyInglebyInglebyIngleby offered a corrective to the ongoing 

marginalisation of The Prophet’s Mantle 

(1885) in the oeuvre of E. Nesbit, whose 

fame as a writer of children’s fiction has 

occluded important earlier work. Ingleby’s 

paper brought The Prophet’s Mantle, 

which Nesbit co-authored with her husband 

under the nom de plume ‘Fabian Bland’, 

into lively conversation with two other 

fictional representations of late-Victorian 

radicalism, Henry James’s The Princess 

Casamassima (1886) and Robert Louis and 

Fanny Van De Grift Stevenson’s The 

Dynamiter (1885). 

 

The final session of the conference boasted 

three papers whose common denominator 

was the topic of criminality. Clare ClarkeClare ClarkeClare ClarkeClare Clarke 
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interrogated the odd disconnect between 

the massive and unmatched contemporary 

popularity of Fergus Hume’s late-Victorian 

crime novel The Mystery of a Hansom Cab 

(1886) and its subsequent elision from the 

Victorian canon. George Moore’s taboo-

breaking decision to feature a criminal baby 

farmer in an episode of his 1894 novel 

Esther Waters formed the focus of Loriner Loriner Loriner Loriner 

AllanAllanAllanAllan’s paper, which carefully 

contextualised Moore’s treatment by taking 

in contemporary press reports on the baby 

farming issue. The final paper of the 

conference was given by Paul RooneyPaul RooneyPaul RooneyPaul Rooney, who 

offered a memorable two-tiered study of 

Arthur Griffith’s 1896 railway murder 

mystery, The Rome Express: as ‘a 

meditation on the fluidity of the boundary 

between the detective and the deviant’, and 

as the inspiration for its publisher John 

Milne’s ‘The Express Series’ franchise, 

whose ‘package psychology impulse’ 

prompted further suggestive reflections 

from Rooney.  

 

 

At the ‘Lesser Victorians’ conference: co-
organiser Dr Daragh Downes (School of 
English, Trinity College Dublin), Professor 
Ciaran Brady (Department of History, 
Trinity College Dublin), Professor Michael 
Slater (Emeritus Professor, Birkbeck 
College, University of London) and co-
organiser Dr Trish Ferguson (Liverpool 
Hope University). 

    
    

************    
 

PrePrePrePre----Raphaelitism: Past, Present and Raphaelitism: Past, Present and Raphaelitism: Past, Present and Raphaelitism: Past, Present and 

FutureFutureFutureFuture        

13131313----14 September 201314 September 201314 September 201314 September 2013    

Professor Christiana Payne & Dr Professor Christiana Payne & Dr Professor Christiana Payne & Dr Professor Christiana Payne & Dr 

Dinah Roe (Conference CoDinah Roe (Conference CoDinah Roe (Conference CoDinah Roe (Conference Co----

Convenors) Convenors) Convenors) Convenors)     

 

Professor Christiana Payne (History, 

Philosophy and Religion) and Dr Dinah 

Roe (English and Modern Languages) of 

Oxford Brookes University co-organised 

this four-day event, ably assisted by Kathryn 

Johnson. Academic sessions took place at 

the Ashmolean Museum and St. John’s 

College, under the direction of Colin 

Harrison (Ashmolean Senior Curator of 

European Art) and Dr. Alastair Wright 

(Tutorial Fellow, St. John’s College). The 

conference sought to present new and 

innovative approaches to the study of Pre-

Raphaelitism by bringing together 

academics, museum curators and research 

students from both literary and art historical 

backgrounds. 

The conference ran smoothly and was a 

great success. Over 100 delegates attended, 

around 30 came to the Thursday and 

Sunday events (described below), and 60 to 
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the conference dinner. Delegates and 

speakers have written to express their 

delight at the high quality of the papers and 

lectures. 36 speakers delivered their papers 

during parallel sessions on the Friday and 

Saturday. Papers were recorded, with 

permission, and will be uploaded to the 

Oxford Brookes website. Keynote speakers 

were Dr Alison Smith, Head Curator of 

British Art to 1900 at Tate Britain, and 

Professor Isobel Armstrong, Emeritus 

Professor of English at Birkbeck University 

and Fellow of the British Academy.  

Papers from post-graduate speakers were 

particularly well-received; many delegates 

commented positively on the calibre of the 

work presented by up-and-coming 

researchers. Post-graduate speakers’ 

attendance was generously subsidized by 

BAVS, for whose support both conference 

organizers and students were very grateful.  

The conference began with a welcome 

event for early arrivals on Thursday 12 

September in the Main Lecture Theatre: a 

screening of Ken Russell’s 1967 biopic 

Dante’s Inferno, introduced by Dr Brian 

Hoyle (Film Studies Lecturer, University of 

Dundee). It concluded on Sunday 15 

September with a morning of walks and 

talks around Oxford, including Harris 

Manchester College, the University 

Museum, and Exeter College. 

A wine reception and special exhibition of 

Pre-Raphaelite works from the Ashmolean 

Museum’s Collection brought the first day’s 

events to a close, while the second day of 

the conference concluded with an evening 

tour of the Pre-Raphaelite murals at the 

Oxford Union, given by Librarian-In-

Charge, Su Lockley. This was followed by 

the conference dinner, which also took 

place at the Oxford Union. An exhibition 

of the works of James Smetham, organized 

by Peter Forsaith, accompanied the 

academic sessions at St John’s. 

 

************    
    
    

TheTheTheThe    Victorian Tactile ImaginationVictorian Tactile ImaginationVictorian Tactile ImaginationVictorian Tactile Imagination    

Birkbeck, 19Birkbeck, 19Birkbeck, 19Birkbeck, 19----20 July20 July20 July20 July    2013201320132013        

Heather Tilley (conference Heather Tilley (conference Heather Tilley (conference Heather Tilley (conference 

organiser)organiser)organiser)organiser)    

        

    

Ford Madox Brown, Henry Fawcett; Dame 

Millicent Garrett Fawcett (née Garrett), oil on 

canvas, 1872, © National Portrait Gallery, London, 

NPG 1603 

    

On 19 July 2013, around 100 delegates 

crowded into a hot, still lecture theatre in 

Birkbeck, University of London, to wait for 

the opening plenary to the Victorian Tactile 
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Imagination conference, a two-day, multi-

panel event generously sponsored by both 

BAVS and the British Academy. It was 

exceptional London weather, as we 

approached the end of a cumulative 

heatwave, foregrounding participants’ 

bodily sensations in ways that were 

peculiarly apposite for the conference 

theme. Bill Cohen’s (University of 

Maryland) plenary was, on the surface, a 

close reading of Hardy’s The Woodlanders 

through the lenses of affect theory and 

environmental studies, exploring how a 

tactile modality merges the distinction 

between people and trees in the novel. 

Despite its focus on a literary text, Cohen’s 

paper appropriately suggested how tactility 

– as a proximate sense – might be 

employed as a critical method that is 

innately given to cross-disciplinary thinking. 

Touch might provide a new model for 

critical practice in which we dispense with 

the “lenses” of investigation and consider 

instead how ideas rub up against each 

other. This was a forecast of the conference 

itself, where different disciplines – including 

literature, art history, anthropology, 

museum studies, and history – came 

together in a genuinely exciting and 

constructive exchange. 

The conference aimed to explore the 

various ways in which the Victorians 

conceptualised, represented, experienced, 

performed and problematized touch. It 

asked participants to consider what touch 

signalled in nineteenth-century art and 

literature, and its various coding; not least 

how hands and skin – tactile appendages 

and surfaces – were imagined in the period. 

Why though, should we think about the 

tactile culture and imagination of the 

Victorian period? As Constance Classen, 

one of the keynote speakers, has pointed 

out, sensuous history is important not 

simply because it is memorable but because 

it opens out the cultural values of societies. 

The history of touch ‘clothes the dry bones 

of historical fact with the flesh of physical 

sensation’, and certainly what united 

conference discussions was a sense of 

intellectual freshness, excitement and 

energy.1 This was evident not least in the 

broad range of papers presented across 

some nineteen panel sessions, by a range of 

scholars, from postgraduates to senior 

academics. Topics ranged from the practice 

of fern collecting to the psycho-

physiological writings of Alexander Bain to 

the role of the Dickensian fidget – all of 

which did much to animate the rich and 

lively nature of the Victorian tactile 

imagination. Certain key themes and 

questions emerged: touch as a category 

which destabilizes boundaries between 

gender; a thickening and problematizing of 

the notion of ‘haptic visuality’ as it emerged 

in nineteenth-century art historical practice; 

the need to account more fully for 

movement in our conceptualization of 

Victorian embodied subjectivity; the 

difficulty of separating touch not only from 

vision, but its other sensory contexts, 

particularly taste and smell.  

The diversity that marked the panel papers 

also characterized the keynote lectures. 

Gillian Beer’s (University of Cambridge) 

discussion of “Dream Touch” explored 

how touch disturbed dream states in a 

range of literary texts, including Christina 

Rossetti’s Goblin Market and Hardy’s The 

Withered Arm. Beer’s analysis impressed 

how touch is not simply contact through the 

hand and skin, but is a visceral experience, 

                                                           
1 The Deepest Sense: A Cultural History of Touch 
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2012), p. xii. 
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connected to questions of interiority as well 

as surface, with the capacity to disrupt the 

categories of subject, object and body. 

Constance Classen, whose writings on the 

social history of touch have done much to 

demonstrate the ways in which a tactile 

reading of history opens up new ways of 

understanding peoples and cultures, took 

the Egyptian mummy as a particular object 

through which to explore the nineteenth-

century tactile imagination. In particular, 

the conditions of the mummy’s exhibition 

in the British Museum’s Egyptian Galleries 

turned on a tension between sensory codes, 

not least visual and tactile, as the mummy’s 

bandaged appearance both resisted visual 

interpretation and also inscribed a 

grotesque fear and desire to touch the long-

dead body. Hilary Fraser’s paper spoke to 

one of the conference’s key theoretical 

aims, which was to assess Jonathan Crary’s 

claim in his influential account of vision and 

modernity, Techniques of the Observer, 

that the sense of touch became 

disaggregated from sight in the nineteenth 

century. Fraser concluded the keynote 

sessions by meditating on the tangibility of 

the visual in a range of loci, including 

photography, Impressionism, and art 

historical writing (including that of Bernard 

Berenson, who coined the term ‘tactile 

imagination’ in 1896). Events were closed 

by a roundtable session in which three 

panelists with shared academic and 

curatorial interests, Elizabeth Edwards (De 

Montfort University), Sonia Solicari 

(Guildhall Art Gallery) and Nicola Bown 

(Birkbeck), explored the tactile and 

multisensory nature of various objects – the 

photographic mount, the doorknocker, a 

family prayer book, inviting analyses that 

were both comedic and poignant. 

The BAVS funding generously supported 

five postgraduate and early career scholars 

to attend the conference: Lara Atkins 

(Queen Mary, University of London), 

Angela Loxham (Lancaster University), 

Sarah Ross (Durham University), Kara 

Tennant (University of South Wales) and 

Claire Wood (York University). As part of 

the bursary conditions, these scholars have 

produced written reports which they will 

have the opportunity to develop into short 

pieces for a special issue of the open access 

journal 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the 

Long Nineteenth Century based on the 

conference, which is due to be published in 

Autumn 2014.  

Touch, as Classen writes elsewhere, is not 

simply a private act but a ‘fundamental 

medium for the expression, experience and 

contestation of social hierarchies’. 

Significantly for our critical practice, 

conference discussions introduced us to 

important and under-researched activities, 

writers and texts, whilst inviting us to 

rethink the most familiar of material. In 

this, I hope that the intellectual energy that 

defined this conference continues to 

resonate as colleagues explore further the 

multi-sensory lives of the Victorians. 

    

************    

Uneasy Neighbours?: RuralUneasy Neighbours?: RuralUneasy Neighbours?: RuralUneasy Neighbours?: Rural----Urban Urban Urban Urban 

Relationships in the Nineteenth Relationships in the Nineteenth Relationships in the Nineteenth Relationships in the Nineteenth 

CenturyCenturyCenturyCentury        

University of Southampton University of Southampton University of Southampton University of Southampton     

20 September 201320 September 201320 September 201320 September 2013    

Barry SloanBarry SloanBarry SloanBarry Sloan    and and and and Mary HammondMary HammondMary HammondMary Hammond    

(conference o(conference o(conference o(conference organisers)rganisers)rganisers)rganisers)    
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This one-day international conference 

hosted by the Southampton Centre for 

Nineteenth-Century Research (SCNR) 

brought together over forty delegates from 

Britain, Ireland, Europe, America and 

Japan to explore the changes and 

challenges that beset rural-urban 

relationships in the period. Twenty-seven 

papers were presented in panels that 

considered Literary Representations of 

Change, Urban Pressures on Rural Life, 

Varieties of Journalism, The Changing Face 

of Regional Trades, The Developing 

Suburbs, Landownership and Property in 

an Age of Transition, Perspectives on the 

Metropolis, Rural-Urban Interactions in 

Work and Play, and Social Tensions in 

Rural Areas. The keynote address, given by 

Keith Snell, Professor of Rural and Cultural 

History at the University of Leicester, was 

on ‘Thomas Hardy’s Sense of Rural and 

Urban “Communities”: from “The 

Mellstock Quire” to Jude’s Urban 

Obscurity.’ 

The contributors included academics, 

postgraduate researchers and independent 

scholars representing a variety of 

disciplines, including literary studies, 

history, cultural studies, local studies, 

population studies, architecture, and 

criminology. The panels were particularly 

successful in creating opportunities for 

interdisciplinary reflection and stimulated 

lively and productive discussions after the 

papers had been presented. Many of the 

delegates commented very positively on this 

aspect of the day, and on the refreshing and 

new insights it had brought to their own 

work. 

The grant for the conference provided by 

BAVS made it possible to give financial 

support towards the expenses of ten British 

postgraduate contributors. It also enabled 

the organisers to award a prize to for the 

best paper presented at the conference by a 

postgraduate student. Michelle Deininger’s 

paper on ‘Representations of Rural 

Communities in Nineteenth-century Welsh 

Newspapers’, which drew impressively 

upon her research using the Welsh 

Newspapers Online digitization project, was 

selected for the prize in the face of a 

number of other strong contenders. 

************    

VVVVictorian Body Parts ictorian Body Parts ictorian Body Parts ictorian Body Parts     

Barts Pathology MuseumBarts Pathology MuseumBarts Pathology MuseumBarts Pathology Museum    

West Smithfield, LondoWest Smithfield, LondoWest Smithfield, LondoWest Smithfield, Londonnnn 
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Beatrice Bazell and Emma CurryBeatrice Bazell and Emma CurryBeatrice Bazell and Emma CurryBeatrice Bazell and Emma Curry    
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andandandand    thirdthirdthirdthird----year PhD students at year PhD students at year PhD students at year PhD students at 
BirkbeckBirkbeckBirkbeckBirkbeck))))        

    

    

 

The Victorian Body Parts Conference 

welcomed a diverse range of attendees, 

panellists and plenary speakers to a site of 

Victorian research gloriously full of organs, 

bits and bones. The event sought to take 
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advantage of the burgeoning critical field 

surrounding parts of the Victorian Body, 

and particularly to bring together PhD and 

early career research on the topic. The 

work of our keynote speakers perfect 

encapsulates the various exciting directions 

in which this field could take nineteenth-

century studies. 

The conference began with a panel of two 

of our keynote speakers: Katharina Boehm 

(Regensburg) on the body of the child as a 

tool within Victorian medico-psychical 

discourses, and Kate Hill (Lincoln) on the 

skull’s potency within the developing fields 

of archaeology and anthropology in 

nineteenth-century museum culture, which 

got the day off to a fantastically thought-

provoking start. 

Ellery Foutch (Courtauld) then opened the 

‘Severed PartsSevered PartsSevered PartsSevered Parts’ session with a paper on the 

afterlife of bodybuilder Eugen Sandow in 

casts of his legendary body, followed by 

Graeme Pedlingham (Sussex) on how 

hysteria discourses apply themselves to the 

disembodied limb in a neglected gem of the 

fin-de-siècle gothic. Catherine Oakley 

(York) concluded the panel with her work 

on comic dismemberment in early film and 

the concomitant malleability of the 

cinematic medium, and beautifully 

deployed some of Georges Méliès work to 

the delight of everyone present. 

Panel two centred on ‘Prosthetic PartsProsthetic PartsProsthetic PartsProsthetic Parts’, 

begun by Clare Stainthorp (Birmingham) 

who analysed the work of a pioneer of a 

prosthesis in relation to the nuances of 

gender, class, and contemporary disability 

studies. Ryan Sweet (Exeter) exposed the 

surprisingly frequent appearances of the 

prosthesis-as-weapon in fiction, and Emma 

Curry (Birkbeck) leapt from fragment to 

fringe in her analysis of the appearance of 

hair in Dickens’ creative work and 

correspondence. 

Lisa Coar (Leicester) opened the final 

panel on ‘Gendered PartsGendered PartsGendered PartsGendered Parts’ with her of the 

‘discorporation’ of tight-laced men in 

nineteenth-century culture, while scrutiny 

by Ally Crockford (Edinburgh) of 

diphallicism – look it up – in medical 

literature on congenital birth defects was a 

neat counterpoint to the day’s analysis of 

the artificial shapings of the body. Finally, 

Beatrice Bazell (Birkbeck) analysed the 

cultural interplay of focus and corsetry in 

shaping the mid-Victorian photographed 

female body. 

Tiffany Watt-Smith (QMUL) concluded 

the day with her work on the mutual 

fascination of the theatre and science in 

analysing Victorian ideas about imitation 

and mimicry. 

BAVS’ generous support enabled us to 

hold the event in one of the most 

appropriate – and least-seen – venues for 

our event, the historic Pathology Museum, 

located in the depths of St Bartholomew’s 

hospital, which is still a modern working 

institution. The specimens floated serenely 

behind the powerpoints and posters, 

providing not only a suitable backdrop, but 

discussion points, and thankfully not 

disturbing too many of the attendees’ 

digestive systems. It also ensured that we 

could keep the cost of attending the event 

low, and attract the widest range of 

participants. We are so grateful to everyone 

involved for making the day a series of 

revelatory discussions, and ensuring that 

there were plenty of biscuits to keep all the 

component ‘parts’ of the conference 

working to such a degree. 

************    
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Forthcoming Events... 
    

The Martineau SocietyThe Martineau SocietyThe Martineau SocietyThe Martineau Society    Annual Conference 2014Annual Conference 2014Annual Conference 2014Annual Conference 2014    

Monday 21 July Monday 21 July Monday 21 July Monday 21 July ––––    Thursday 24 July 2014Thursday 24 July 2014Thursday 24 July 2014Thursday 24 July 2014    

The Alicia Hotel, 3 Aigburth Drive, Liverpool L17 3AA 

The 2014 Conference programme will consist of papers, ‘trails’ and social events.   Please see: 

http://www.martineausociety.co.uk/    

************    

Writing Writing Writing Writing Lives Lives Lives Lives Together: Romantic and Victorian BiographyTogether: Romantic and Victorian BiographyTogether: Romantic and Victorian BiographyTogether: Romantic and Victorian Biography    

A Conference at the University of LeicesterA Conference at the University of LeicesterA Conference at the University of LeicesterA Conference at the University of Leicester    

18181818thththth    September 2015September 2015September 2015September 2015    

Keynote speakers: Prof. David Amigoni (Keele) and Dr. Daisy Hay (Exeter)Keynote speakers: Prof. David Amigoni (Keele) and Dr. Daisy Hay (Exeter)Keynote speakers: Prof. David Amigoni (Keele) and Dr. Daisy Hay (Exeter)Keynote speakers: Prof. David Amigoni (Keele) and Dr. Daisy Hay (Exeter)    
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Recent biographical criticism and biographies of the Romantics and Victorians have moved away from a 

focus on the single life to encompass different creative relationships: the friendship circle, the literary 

family; the local or religious community. In so doing they are returning to the practices of Romantic and 

Victorian biographers who often ‘wrote Lives together’, both in the sense of focusing on multiple 

subjects and in adopting collaborative modes of authorship. Our conference will reflect on these and 

other kinds of ‘writing together’, in Romantic and Victorian life-writing – for instance how life-writing 

might bring together Romantic and Victorian subjects/authors; or different disciplines, materials or 

media. 

For further details please contact Julian North jrn8@le.ac.uk or Felicity James fj21@le.ac.uk at the 

School of English, University of Leicester.  

 

************    

    

Dickens Day 2014: Dickens and ConvivialityDickens Day 2014: Dickens and ConvivialityDickens Day 2014: Dickens and ConvivialityDickens Day 2014: Dickens and Conviviality 
Saturday 11 October 2014Saturday 11 October 2014Saturday 11 October 2014Saturday 11 October 2014        
    
Senate House, London (WC1) 
 
Dickens Day, now in its 28th year, is looking at how conviviality features in Dickens’s life and work. 
  
Dickens’s works are famously convivial, depicting sociability in myriad forms: from the famously 
boozy Pickwick Papers, through the Crachits’ sentimental festive celebrations in A Christmas Carol, to 
the miserable family gatherings of Martin Chuzzlewit and Great Expectations, and the skewering of 
upper-class social pretentions and false conviviality in Bleak House, Little Dorrit and Our Mutual 
Friend. Dickens’s works were famous from the outset for their emphasis on humour, celebrations, 
family gatherings, theatrics, eating and drinking, and good cheer. Dickens was also himself famously 
convivial and sociable, accruing a wide circle of friends across the social spectrum and notorious for his 
love of parties, jamborees, practical jokes, theatrics, and other forms of high-spirited sociability. Yet 
Dickens was also a chronicler of the flipside of bonhomie, exploring loneliness, isolation, poverty and 
want, social aping and pretension, and the feelings of inadequacy, anxiety and exclusion that may fuel 
conviviality. 
  
How do conviviality, sociality, and humour operate in Dickens’s work, and how and why do such 
depictions continue to amuse and entertain? What critical, biographical and psychological frameworks 
can we apply to analyse Dickensian good feeling? These are some of the questions the day seeks to 
address. 
 
Booking enquiries: Jon Millington, Events Officer, Institute of English Studies, Senate House, 

Malet Street, London WC1E 7HU; tel +44 (0) 207 664 4859; Email: IESEvents@sas.ac.uk 

    

************    
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JJJJOSEPHOSEPHOSEPHOSEPH    SSSSHERIDANHERIDANHERIDANHERIDAN    LLLLEEEE    FFFFANUANUANUANU    

BBBBICENTENARYICENTENARYICENTENARYICENTENARY    CCCCONFERENCEONFERENCEONFERENCEONFERENCE    

Trinity College Dublin Trinity College Dublin Trinity College Dublin Trinity College Dublin ––––    15151515----16 October 201416 October 201416 October 201416 October 2014    

                                                                    

    

    

‘He stands in the absolutely first rank as a writer of ghost 

stories.’                                                                                                                                – M.R. James 

 

Best known for his Gothic masterpiece Uncle Silas and the vampire story ‘Carmilla’, Joseph Sheridan 

Le Fanu was a prolific writer, whose extensive output included historical, sensation, and horror novels, 

poems and ballads, numerous stories of the supernatural, political journalism, and a verse-drama. 

However, while his name is well known to aficionados of the horror genre, much of his work still 

remains in the dark. 

 

On the occasion of the bicentenary of Le Fanu’s birth, this conference intends to bring together 

established scholars and emerging researchers, in order to shed new light on some of Le Fanu’s less 

famous fiction and celebrate his influential contribution to the Gothic genre. 

 

More details on the conference will be available, in due course, at 

www.josephsheridanlefanu.wordpress.com or from Valeria Cavalli at cavalliv@tcd.ie. 

 

************    

2014 2014 2014 2014 Victorians Institute Conference Victorians Institute Conference Victorians Institute Conference Victorians Institute Conference     

The Mysteries at Our Own Doors The Mysteries at Our Own Doors The Mysteries at Our Own Doors The Mysteries at Our Own Doors     

October 24October 24October 24October 24----25, 201425, 201425, 201425, 2014 — Charlotte, North Carolina Charlotte, North Carolina Charlotte, North Carolina Charlotte, North Carolina     

Sponsored by Winthrop UniversitySponsored by Winthrop UniversitySponsored by Winthrop UniversitySponsored by Winthrop University    

     

Henry James once said of Wilkie Collins: “To Mr. Collins belongs the credit of having introduced into 
fiction those most mysterious of mysteries, the mysteries which are at our own doors.” Indeed, through 
the fiction of Collins (and others) the Victorian Era saw the rise of the detective novel as an art form.  
Moreover, it also produced a wealth of poems, novels, and prose works that concerned themselves with 
mysteries, secrets, enigmas, and the unknown. Sensing that they stood on a threshold, that the shadowy 
borders of new knowledge and understanding lay almost within reach--at their “own doors,” as James 
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said--Victorian authors struggled with a variety of mysteries arising from their interests in science, 
religion, the occult, mesmerism, identity, sexuality, race, class, and the Empire.  
 
The keynote speaker is    Marlene TrompMarlene TrompMarlene TrompMarlene Tromp, Professor of English and Women’s Studies and Dean of 
Arizona State University’s New College of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences. Tromp’s many 
publications include Altered States: Sex, Nation, Drugs, and Self-Transformation in Victorian 
Spiritualism (SUNY, 2006), and she has edited such works as Victorian Freaks: The Social Context of 
Freakery in the Nineteenth Century (Ohio State UP, 2007). 
 

************    

Migrating TextsMigrating TextsMigrating TextsMigrating Texts: Subtitling | Translation | Adaptation: Subtitling | Translation | Adaptation: Subtitling | Translation | Adaptation: Subtitling | Translation | Adaptation    

Friday 31 October and Saturday 1 November 201Friday 31 October and Saturday 1 November 201Friday 31 October and Saturday 1 November 201Friday 31 October and Saturday 1 November 2014444    

These three interdisciplinary colloquia will bring together academics, practioners and cultural 
industry professionals to discuss the theme of ‘migrating texts’. 

The workshops will be on subtitling, translation and intermedial adaptation. You are welcome 
to attend one, two or all three sessions. All the events are aimed at helping postgraduate 
students and early career researchers use their language and creative skills beyond their studies, 
whether that be for a future career outside of academia, or for developing public engagement 
projects and creating ‘impact’. 

Visit the `Migrating Texts’ website for more details.  

Email: migratingtexts@gmail.com Twitter: @migratingtexts 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/migratingtexts 
Website: http://migratingtexts.wordpress.com/ 

************    

In Harkness' LondonIn Harkness' LondonIn Harkness' LondonIn Harkness' London::::    The Life and Work of Margaret Harkness The Life and Work of Margaret Harkness The Life and Work of Margaret Harkness The Life and Work of Margaret Harkness     

Saturday, 22 November Saturday, 22 November Saturday, 22 November Saturday, 22 November 2014201420142014    

Keynes Library, Birkbeck School of Arts, 46 Gordon Square, London WC1H 0PD 

A one-day symposium to convene scholars with an interest in the writer and social activist Margaret 

Harkness. This event aims to give structure to the ideas and debates that are beginning to emerge 

around Harkness' literary and historical significance. 

Speakers Include: 
Professor David Glover, Dr Ruth Livesey, Dr Nadia Valman, Dr Lynne Hapgood, 
Dr Terry Elkiss, Dr Tabitha Sparks, Andrew Whitehead, Dr Victoria Le Fevre, Eliza Cubitt   
 
For updates, follow the symposium blog: harknesssymposium.wordpress.comharknesssymposium.wordpress.comharknesssymposium.wordpress.comharknesssymposium.wordpress.com  
Contact the organisers at harknesssymposium@gmail.comharknesssymposium@gmail.comharknesssymposium@gmail.comharknesssymposium@gmail.com 
Organised by Dr. Ana Vadillo (Birkbeck), Flore Janssen (Birkbeck), Lisa Robertson (Warwick) 
Supported by the British Association for Victorian Studies: www.bavsuk.orgwww.bavsuk.orgwww.bavsuk.orgwww.bavsuk.org 
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‘Getting and Spending’ 

European Literature and Economics in the Long Nineteenth Century 

Second cSecond cSecond cSecond call for papersall for papersall for papersall for papers        

10-12 December 2014 
KU Leuven, Faculty of Arts 
Deadline: 20 August20 August20 August20 August    2014201420142014    
 
Keynote speakers:  
Angela Esterhammer (University of Toronto) 
Ludovic Frobert (Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon) 
Richard Gray (University of Washington) 
 

This conference proposes to examine the national and international interaction between economics 

and literature on the basis of the personal and textual networks that connect economists and (wo)men 

of letters. The long nineteenth century presents a crucial stage in this history: covering the golden age 

of political economy, the rise of alternatives to capitalism, and the paradigmatic shift from classical to 

neo-classical economics, the period saw literature and economics assert their discursive specificities. 

The conference aims to establish the ways and mechanisms by which the divide between literature 

and economics was bridged, and to situate this nexus in the context of exchanges within and between 

European nations. It is our hope that this approach will at once embrace and challenge the 

established scholarship of the New Economic Criticism, pushing it forward in recognition of 

significant recent international advances in the field. 

To this end, we welcome papers and proposals for panels on the literary reception of political 

economy and the economic reception of literature in and between European nations. Suggested 

topics include: 

- Literary responses to economic events: the restriction crisis of 1797-1821, financial crunches, 

panics and bubbles 

- Literary responses to economic concepts: the gold standard, forgery, virtuality, speculation 

- The translation, adaptation and retranslation of economic texts and motifs between languages 

- The image of the economist, industrialist, speculator in literature; the image of the poet or 

artist in political economy 

- Representing economics: commodification, circulation, competing notions of value 

- Competing economic ideologies and their literary treatment: mercantilism, capitalism, 

socialism 

- The rhetoric and poetics of economics: metaphor, anthropomorphism, ambiguity 

- The ethics and aesthetics of economics: sympathy, trust, moral sentiments, consumption, 

desire  

- Stereotypes in economic representation: intersections with nationalism, racism, anti-Semitism 

- Interactions between the “Big Three”—Britain, Germany, and France—and “peripheral” 

nations like the Low Countries 
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Proposals should not exceed 250 words and will be due 20 August20 August20 August20 August    2014201420142014. Please submit abstracts 

electronically as an attachment in .doc or .pdf format and send them to the convenors of the conference 

(contact@gettingspending2014.be). More information can be found on the conference website 

(http://www.gettingspending2014.be). Selected papers will be invited to contribute to a volume of 

articles; further information will be made available later. Junior researchers are especially encouraged to 

apply: the first day of the conference is scheduled to offer beginning academics a platform for 

presenting their research.  

 

************    

Collecting Texts and Manuscripts,  Collecting Texts and Manuscripts,  Collecting Texts and Manuscripts,  Collecting Texts and Manuscripts,  1660166016601660----1860186018601860    
    
    16th16th16th16th----17th April 2015, Plymouth University17th April 2015, Plymouth University17th April 2015, Plymouth University17th April 2015, Plymouth University    
    
This conference will examine the collection of books, texts, manuscripts, letters, and other literary 

artefacts from the Restoration to the high Victorian period. The organisers invite papers on any aspect 

of the practices of literary collection and conservation, including collectors’ networks, public and private 

holdings, and libraries. We also welcome papers relating to the literature of collection and conservation, 

and to the written aspects of interdisciplinary collections. The conference is timed to mark the 

centenary of the nationally designated Cottonian Collection’s gifting to the city of Plymouth in 1915.  

Amongst other topics, papers might concern: 

• ‘Public’ and private collections, including libraries 
• Elite and popular collections; regional and metropolitan collections 
• Readerships and access to print and MS collections 
• Networks and mechanisms of collecting 
• The politics of literary collecting 
• The roles of printers, publishers, booksellers, auctioneers and catalogues 
• The dispersal and selling of print and MS collections 
• ‘Posterity’, legacy, and the motives for creation of literary collections 
• The generic composition of different book collections 
• School, collegiate, university, institutional and specialist libraries and collections 
• Management and digitisation of book and MS collections in the twenty-first century 

 

We are very pleased to have Keith ManleyKeith ManleyKeith ManleyKeith Manley of the School of Advanced Study as our keynote speaker. 

Please submit abstracts of 300 words to the conference organisers, Annika Bautz 

(annika.bautz@plymouth.ac.uk) or Bonnie Latimer (bonnie.latimer@plymouth.ac.uk), by Friday 17th Friday 17th Friday 17th Friday 17th 

OctoberOctoberOctoberOctober.  

More information can be found in the links below. Please do contact one of the organizers with any 

queries. 

http://collectingbooks2015.wordpress.com/ 

http://www1.plymouth.ac.uk/research/humpa/news/Pages/default.aspx 
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*** 

Aestheticism anAestheticism anAestheticism anAestheticism and Decadenced Decadenced Decadenced Decadence    in the Age of Modernismin the Age of Modernismin the Age of Modernismin the Age of Modernism::::    

1895 to 191895 to 191895 to 191895 to 1945454545    

 

This interdisciplinary conference intends to open discussions about the meaning and significance of 

Aestheticism and Decadence as these zeitgeists evolved between 1895 and the mid-twentieth century. 

Aestheticism and Decadence were not vanquished with Wilde's imprisonment but, rather, continued as 

vital and diverse forms in twentieth century aesthetics and culture. Their influence was in some cases 

openly acknowledged by the authors in question, but often it was oblique and obscured as many later 

writers, most famously the High Modernists, who eschewed any admissions of such a debt. 

 

This conference considers Aestheticism and Decadence from two main angles: 
1) the continuing evolution, diversification and internationalisation of     
     Aestheticist and Decadent ideas and forms; 
2) how writers, artists, critics, musicians engaged with the figures and ideas of      
     nineteenth century Aestheticism and Decadence.  
We encourage proposals that address these Aestheticist and Decadent afterlives in the context of their 
cultural, political and social moments, and which engage with the problematics of these terms.  
 
Subjects might include but are not limited to: 
*Decadents and Aesthetes publishing after 1895 (e.g. Machen, Beerbohm) 
* The concept of 'art for art's sake' in post-1895 literature and art 
* The cultural and artistic legacies of fin de siècle decadence in 'Modernist' works 
* Reappraisals of Decadent tensions such as deviant sensuality and 'reserve' 
* The Decadent/Aesthetic individual in the modern city  
* Reworkings of Decadent literary forms  
* Decadence/Aestheticism on film/in photography  
* Decadence/Aestheticism in Music 
* Critiques and denunciations of nineteenth century Aestheticism/Decadence 
* The influence of and engagement with Aestheticism/Decadence in non-  
   Western cultures 
* Decadence/Aestheticism in the United States 
* The presentation of Decadents/Aesthetes in monuments, biographies, histories.   
 
Writers who could be explored within these contexts are legion, but some notable cases include: 
*Arthur Symons 
*Max Beerbohm 
*Arthur Machen 
*Victor Plarr 
*Ernest Rhys 
*Ronald Firbank 
*T.S. Eliot 
*Ezra Pound 
*H.D. 
*James Joyce 
*Evelyn Waugh 
*Cyril Connolly 
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*Virginia Woolf 
*Christopher Isherwood 
*John Betjeman 
*Carl Van Vechten 
*Ben Hecht 
*James Huneker 
 
Please send Abstracts of 250 words with a short bionote to Dr Kate Hext (K.Hext@exeter.ac.uk) and Dr 

Alex Murray (A.W.Murray@exeter.ac.uk) by 30th November 2014by 30th November 2014by 30th November 2014by 30th November 2014. 

 

*** 

Sensational Men: Victorian Masculinity in Sensation Fiction, Theatre and the ArtsSensational Men: Victorian Masculinity in Sensation Fiction, Theatre and the ArtsSensational Men: Victorian Masculinity in Sensation Fiction, Theatre and the ArtsSensational Men: Victorian Masculinity in Sensation Fiction, Theatre and the Arts    

18181818thththth    April 2015April 2015April 2015April 2015    
CoCoCoCo----hosted by Falmouth University and the Victorian Popular Fiction Associationhosted by Falmouth University and the Victorian Popular Fiction Associationhosted by Falmouth University and the Victorian Popular Fiction Associationhosted by Falmouth University and the Victorian Popular Fiction Association    
Venue: Falmouth University, CornwallVenue: Falmouth University, CornwallVenue: Falmouth University, CornwallVenue: Falmouth University, Cornwall    
    
Keynote Speakers: Keynote Speakers: Keynote Speakers: Keynote Speakers:     
William Hughes, BaWilliam Hughes, BaWilliam Hughes, BaWilliam Hughes, Bath Spa Universityth Spa Universityth Spa Universityth Spa University    and and and and Andy Smith, University of SheffieldAndy Smith, University of SheffieldAndy Smith, University of SheffieldAndy Smith, University of Sheffield    
    
Villainous, feminised, weak and wanting; men in the sensation genre are often seen as lacking. Critical 

readings of the genre, moreover, have tended to focus on its constructions of femininity, largely 

neglecting representations of men and masculinity.   Examining the under-explored subject of Victorian 

men, masculinity and sensation, “Sensational Men: Victorian Masculinity in Sensation Fiction, Theatre 

and the Arts” represents a timely and important intervention in the field.  

This one day symposium at Falmouth University will provide a point of focus and intellectual exchange 

for scholars working in many different fields such as: popular fiction studies, theatre studies, Gothic 

studies, art history, early photography and film, theories of gender, sexuality and nation in nineteenth 

century studies.   

Proposals for panels and papers may include, but should not be limited to: 

Empire and masculinity 
Female masculinity 
Gentlemanliness and masquerade 
Masculinity and the nervous body 
Monstrous masculinity 
Queer masculinities 
Manliness and sensation 
Race and masculinity 
Sexualised men 
Neo-Victorian Sensation fictions 
 

150-200 word abstracts to be sent by: 1111stststst    December 2014December 2014December 2014December 2014 to Ruth Heholt and Meredith Miller: 

ruth.heholt@falmouth.ac.uk and meredith.miller@falmouth.ac.uk 

 

*** 
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Regional GothicRegional GothicRegional GothicRegional Gothic    

 

Edited byEdited byEdited byEdited by    William Hughes and Ruth HeholtWilliam Hughes and Ruth HeholtWilliam Hughes and Ruth HeholtWilliam Hughes and Ruth Heholt    

With the referendum for Scottish Independence scheduled for September 2014 and the Cornish having 

recently been granted minority status, questions about the dis-unity of the ‘United’ Kingdom are 

prominent in the contemporary debate regarding nationalism and regional identity. Regional Gothic will 
explore these fractures and the darker imaginings that come from the regions of Britain.  

The British regions, ‘imagined communities’ with fragile and threatened identities and boundaries, carry 

their own dark sides and repressions. The Gothic preoccupation with borders, invasion, contamination 

and degeneration imbricates quite naturally with the different and shifting meanings that arise from 

writings from – and about – the scattered margins of British identity. Locality affects the Gothic and 

Regional Gothic seeks to explore these specificities. Gothic fictions of the regions may originate from 

within those territories or be imagined from elsewhere. Yet, whether coming from the inside or the 

outside, conceptions of the regional can powerfully inform ideas of identity and belonging. And, as Ian 

Duncan has pointed out, whilst this may sometimes be a positive thing, regionalism can also ‘register a 

wholesale disintegration of the categories of home, origin, community, belonging’. 

We are seeking abstracts for chapters that address the concept of regions and the Gothic. Submissions 

are welcomed that address the historic specificities of regional difference and Gothic traditions, as well 

as inter-disciplinary studies and contemporary imaginings of the regions and the Gothic. 

Topics may include (but are not bound by): 

Welsh/Scottish/Irish Gothic    Nationalism 

Cornish or Northern Gothic    Peripheralism 

Gothic of the Islands     Dark Tourism 

Queer identities in the regions     Urban Gothic    

Ethnicity and the regions     Village Gothic 

Gender and regionalism     Suburban Gothic 

  

Please send 300 word abstracts by 1by 1by 1by 1stststst    December 2014December 2014December 2014December 2014 to William Hughes and Ruth Heholt:  

 w.hughes@bathspa.ac.uk and ruth.heholt@falmouth.ac.uk . 

Completed essays of approximately 6000 words will be required by September 2015. 
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*** 

Dressing/Dressing/Dressing/Dressing/    Undressing the Victorians:Undressing the Victorians:Undressing the Victorians:Undressing the Victorians:    

Reading Clothes in Victorian and NeoReading Clothes in Victorian and NeoReading Clothes in Victorian and NeoReading Clothes in Victorian and Neo----Victorian ContextsVictorian ContextsVictorian ContextsVictorian Contexts    

Saturday 28Saturday 28Saturday 28Saturday 28thththth    March 2015March 2015March 2015March 2015    

At the University of Chester 

 

This interdisciplinary conference seeks to explore how contemporary understandings of the Victorians 

are shaped by representations of clothing and costume. It will interrogate the cultural afterlives of the 

Victorian body, both clothed and unclothed. How does contemporary culture, whether literature, art, 

film, and television, employ costume to shape ideas of Victorian people? What traces of Victorian 

design have emerged in the clothing cultures of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, and what 

meanings are generated by these? Does neo-Victorian fiction rewrite the Victorian body and its clothing 

in radical ways? How does costume function in theatrical contexts in presenting the Victorians on 

stage/screen or in performance? Do fashion historians think about Victorians differently to scholars 

engaging in literary analysis? What ‘newly discovered’ Victorians have emerged in contemporary 

culture, and how are they dressed?  

Papers of 20-minutes length are invited which address these and related questions. The topics the 

conference hopes to cover include (but are not limited to) the following: 

• Costume in screen adaptations of nineteenth-century texts 
• Representations of clothing in neo-Victorian fiction 
• The Victorian body 
• Global ‘Victorians’/ Ethnic dress 
• Victorian uniforms 
• Analyses of the ‘costume drama’ as a genre 
• Visual representations of the Victorians  
• Steampunk culture and costume 
• Dress in Victorian literature 
• Costume collections and the heritage industries 
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• Victorians online 
• Retro designs 
• Theatre costume 
• Nostalgia clothing/ fancy dress 
• Bodice-rippers 
• Clothing life cycles and second-hand cultures 

For more information, visit the conference website: http://dressingvictorians.blogspot.co.uk/ 

Please send 250-word abstracts to dressingvictorians@gmail.com by 19191919thththth    December 2014December 2014December 2014December 2014    

Conference organisers: Professor Deborah Wynne, Dr Louisa Yates and Dr Sarah Heaton (English 

Department, University of Chester). 

[This conference is part of the University of Chester’s Textile Stories Project, which was supported by 
AHRC Fellowship funding during the academic year 2013-14.] 

 

*** 

    ‘Victorian Modernities’‘Victorian Modernities’‘Victorian Modernities’‘Victorian Modernities’    

CoCoCoCo----sponsored by the sponsored by the sponsored by the sponsored by the Centre for Victorian Literature and CultureCentre for Victorian Literature and CultureCentre for Victorian Literature and CultureCentre for Victorian Literature and Culture    (University of Kent) and the (University of Kent) and the (University of Kent) and the (University of Kent) and the 

Dickens Project (University of California, Santa Cruz)Dickens Project (University of California, Santa Cruz)Dickens Project (University of California, Santa Cruz)Dickens Project (University of California, Santa Cruz)    

atatatat    

University of KentUniversity of KentUniversity of KentUniversity of Kent    

25252525----27 June 201527 June 201527 June 201527 June 2015    

With keynote speakers Professor Jonathan Grossman (UCLA) and Dr Ruth Livesey (Royal Holloway) 

and featuring a magic lantern show performed by Joss Marsh and David Francis from the Kent 

Museum of the Moving Image 

 

On 9 June 1865 at 3.30pm, Charles Dickens came close to losing his life when the South Eastern train 

in which he was travelling from Folkestone to London derailed while crossing a viaduct near Staplehurst 

in Kent. While Dickens and his travelling companions - Ellen Ternan and her mother – survived, ten 

passengers were killed and forty were injured. The accident affected him greatly, and he continued to 

suffer ‘sudden rushes of terror, even when riding in a hansom cab’, as he confessed a year after the 

event. The grim ghost story that emerged from this traumatic experience to be published in All the Year 
Round – ‘No. 1 Branch Line. The Signalman’ – contrasts markedly with the ebullient celebration of 

railway speed in ‘A Flight’ – his earlier account of travelling from London to Paris for Household 
Words. While Dickens’s early responsiveness to the symbolism of the railway and embrace of the 

connections enabled by new technological and industrial processes may have made him a ‘leader of the 

steam-whistle party par excellence’ as Ruskin claimed, his writing also resonates with many of the 

anxieties and instabilities we associate with modernity. 
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The 150th anniversary of the Staplehurst railway accident in June 2015 provides us with an occasion to 

reflect upon the ambivalence that distinguished the Victorians’ multifaceted engagement with the 

complex concept we now refer to as modernity. We welcome proposals that address any aspect of 

Victorian modernities and especially encourage interdisciplinary approaches. Topics may include but 

are not limited to: 

• Modern mobilities: transport, travel and tourism 

• Victorian New Media: print, audio and visual technologies 

• Cosmopolitanism and the Victorian global imagination 

• Industrial fatigue, shock and trauma 

• Victorian advances in science and medicine 

• Neo-Victorianism 

• Commodity culture and consumerism 

• Modern spaces and temporalities, including the city 

• Victorian avant-garde movements and/or new genres 

• New Victorian social types: new women, decadents, dandies etc 

• Narratives of belatedness, decay, apocalypse or nostalgia: challenges or resistances to modernity 
in the Victorian period 
 

Deadline for proposals: 31 January 2015 31 January 2015 31 January 2015 31 January 2015     

Please submit 300 word abstracts for 20 minute papers to: 

victorianmodernities2015@gmail.com 

Enquiries can be sent to Cathy Waters (c.waters@kent.ac.uk) or Wendy Parkins 

(w.j.parkins@kent.ac.uk) 

 

*** 

 

Call for Articles for Call for Articles for Call for Articles for Call for Articles for Gaskell JournalGaskell JournalGaskell JournalGaskell Journal    2015201520152015    special number: special number: special number: special number: Elizabeth Elizabeth Elizabeth Elizabeth Gaskell and Victorian Short Gaskell and Victorian Short Gaskell and Victorian Short Gaskell and Victorian Short FictionFictionFictionFiction    

In the last couple of decades, critical reappraisals of Gaskell’s shorter fiction have been at the heart of a 

wider burgeoning interest in the Victorian short story. Discussions of Gaskell have shown her use of the 

form for radical explorations of gender, power relations, religion, history and the emotions, as well as 

revealing striking generic differences from her better-known longer works. The 2015 edition of the 

Gaskell Journal invites papers which extend this consideration of Gaskell as a writer of short fiction, 
including her short stories and novellas. We invite innovative readings of these works, and comparative 

studies of Gaskell’s short fiction alongside that of her literary peers. The special number will be co-

edited by Dr Rebecca Styler (Gaskell Journal Editor) and Dr Elizabeth Ludlow (Guest Editor) who have 

both published on Gaskell’s short fiction. Articles are due by 1by 1by 1by 1stststst    March 2015March 2015March 2015March 2015 to rstyler@lincoln.ac.uk 

(please follow the stylesheet to be found in the ‘Authors’ section of journal website, 

gaskelljournal.co.uk). Please direct any queries or expressions of interest to rstyler@lincoln.ac.uk .  

 

*** 
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Teresa PintoTeresa PintoTeresa PintoTeresa Pinto    CoelhoCoelhoCoelhoCoelho    
Eça de Queirós and the Victorian PresEça de Queirós and the Victorian PresEça de Queirós and the Victorian PresEça de Queirós and the Victorian Presssss    

TamesisTamesisTamesisTamesis, 2014, 2014, 2014, 2014    
    

Eça de Queirós' work has primarily been studied within the context of French literature and culture. 
This book presents a different Eça. Focusing on the years that he lived in Paris, it demonstrates how 
the periodicals he himself conceived and edited were modeled on dozens of Victorian ones such as 
the Contemporary Review, the Review of Reviews or the Idler, as well as on some American ones 
such as the Forum, the Arena, and the North American Review. 
 
This book shows us an Eça who is undeniably an Anglophile, an Eça long seduced by the diversity 
and originality of English thought, an Eça increasingly distant from the French cultural model which 
had marked his education. 
    

*** 
 

Peter DarleyPeter DarleyPeter DarleyPeter Darley    
Camden Goods Station Through TimeCamden Goods Station Through TimeCamden Goods Station Through TimeCamden Goods Station Through Time    

Amberley, 2013Amberley, 2013Amberley, 2013Amberley, 2013    
    

 
    

Camden Goods Station is intimately connected with the Regent’s Canal, with the main line railway  
to Euston and with the North London Railway to the Docks. This book takes as its scope the local  
history of these over two centuries together with associated industry and commerce. It also looks  
at the remarkable regeneration witnessed since the goods station fell to the developer’s hammer.  
While the area remains extraordinarily rich in historical features, it is not always easy to tease out  
the threads that link them, either in time or space. This book will have succeeded if it assists this  
process. Please note that public access and photography is restricted in many places for a variety of 
reasons and this book should not be seen as encouragement for urban exploration. 
 
The author’s revenue from the sale of this book goes to Camden Railway Heritage Trust. 
 

*** 
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Kyriaki HKyriaki HKyriaki HKyriaki Hadjiafxendi and Patriciaadjiafxendi and Patriciaadjiafxendi and Patriciaadjiafxendi and Patricia    ZakreskiZakreskiZakreskiZakreski, eds., eds., eds., eds.    
Crafting the Woman Professional in Crafting the Woman Professional in Crafting the Woman Professional in Crafting the Woman Professional in the Longthe Longthe Longthe Long    Nineteenth Century: Artistry and Industry in BritainNineteenth Century: Artistry and Industry in BritainNineteenth Century: Artistry and Industry in BritainNineteenth Century: Artistry and Industry in Britain    

Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013    
    

 
 
 

Over the course of the nineteenth century, women in Britain participated in diverse and prolific forms of artistic 
labour. As they created objects and commodities that blurred the boundaries between domestic and fine art 
production, they crafted subjectivities for themselves as creative workers. By bringing together work by scholars of 
literature, painting, music, craft and the plastic arts, this collection argues that the constructed and contested nature 
of the female artistic professional was a notable aspect of debates about aesthetic value and the impact of industrial 
technologies. All the essays in this volume set up a productive inter-art dialogue that complicates conventional binary 
divisions such as amateur and professional, public and private, artistry and industry in order to provide a more 
nuanced understanding of the relationship between gender, artistic labour and creativity in the period. Ultimately, 
how women faced the pragmatics of their own creative labour as they pursued vocations, trades and professions in 
the literary marketplace and related art-industries reveals the different ideological positions surrounding the 
transition of women from industrious amateurism to professional artistry. 
    
Contents:Contents:Contents:Contents:    Foreword, Linda H. Peterson; Introduction: art and industry - the process of female professionalization, 
Kyriaki Hadjiafxendi and Patricia Zakreski; Part I Industrious Amateurism: Women’s work: the history of the 
Victorian domestic handicraft, Talia Schaffer; Light work: feminine leisure and the making of transparencies, John 
Plunkett; Pertinacious industry: the keyboard etude and the female amateur in England, 1804-20, Elizabeth Morgan; 
Dresses and drapery: female self-fashioning in muslin, 1800-1850, Alice Barnaby. Part II The Artistic Career: 
Contrary to the habits of their sex? Women drawing on wood and the careers of Florence and Adelaide Claxton, 
Catherine Flood; The china painter: amateur celebrities and professional stars at Howell and James ‘Royal Academy 
of China Painting’, Anne Anderson; Creative industry: design, art education and the woman professional, Patricia 
Zakreski; Dorothy’s Career and other cautionary tales, Pamela Gerrish Nunn. Part III The Craft of Self-Fashioning: 
Negotiating fame: mid-Victorian women writers and the romantic myth of the gentlemanly reviewer, Kyriaki 
Hadjiafxendi; Crafting the woman artist: Ouida and Ariadnê, Andrew King; ‘Mady’s tightrope walk’: the career of 
Marian Huxley Collier, Valerie Sanders; Living art: Michael Field, aestheticism and dress, Ana Parejo Vadillo; 
Index. 
 
 

*** 
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Anthea InghamAnthea InghamAnthea InghamAnthea Ingham    
DreamsDreamsDreamsDreams    of Impossible Pangsof Impossible Pangsof Impossible Pangsof Impossible Pangs    

Bright Pen, 2014Bright Pen, 2014Bright Pen, 2014Bright Pen, 2014    
    

This hilarious novel provides a penetrating insight into the seamy side of the nineteenth century and the life of its 
most extraordinary and shocking poet. 
 
Algernon Charles Swinburne, scandalous poet of the mid 1860s whose verses riveted and appalled London, recalls 
his extraordinary life from the safety of his captivity in Putney under the guardianship of the sinister lawyer and Pre-
Raphaelite groupie, Theodore Watts Dunton. His journals find their way into the hands of the critic Edmund Gosse 
who provides his own surprising perspective on events as Swinburne’s  bizarre and sinister  relationship with the  
Pre-Raphaelite painter, Simeon Solomon unfolds. The scene moves from country house to the studios of the Pre- 
Raphaelites, to France, and back to the underbelly of aristocratic London life, with its involvement in illicit  
homosexuality, flagellation brothels, sadomasochism, and even bestiality; anything and everything seethes beneath 
the  ‘respectability’ of Victorian England. 
 
Anthea Ingham’s  last novel Digby Sherwood (2013) took a wry look  at the comic and tragic events in the life of a 
major public school in the nineteen eighties. Her previous novel, Sebastian’s Tangibles, explored an extraordinary 
gay love affair between a middle aged Oxford don and his fatally fascinating student.  
 
Anthea  has recently completed a doctorate on the poets Sappho and Swinburne.  
 

*** 
 

Jane Jordan and Andrew King, eds.Jane Jordan and Andrew King, eds.Jane Jordan and Andrew King, eds.Jane Jordan and Andrew King, eds.    
Ouida and Victorian Popular CultureOuida and Victorian Popular CultureOuida and Victorian Popular CultureOuida and Victorian Popular Culture    

Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013    
    

 
 

'Ouida,' the pseudonym of Louise Ramé (1839-1908), was one of the most productive, widely-circulated and 
adapted of Victorian popular novelists, with a readership that ranged from Vernon Lee, Oscar Wilde and Ruskin to 
the nameless newspaper readers and subscribers to lending libraries. Examining the range and variety of Ouida’s 
literary output, which includes journalism as well as fiction, reveals her to be both a literary seismometer, sensitive to 
the enormous shifts in taste and publication practices of the second half of the nineteenth century, and a fierce 
protector of her independent vision. This collection offers a radically new view of Ouida, helping us thereby to 
rethink our perceptions of popular women writers in general, theatrical adaptation of their fiction, and their 
engagements with imperialism, nationalism and cosmopolitanism. The volume's usefulness to scholars is enhanced 
by new bibliographies of Ouida's fiction and journalism as well as of British stage adaptations of her work. 
    
Contents:Contents:Contents:Contents:    Introduction, Andrew King; Part I Rereading Ouida: Ouida 1839-1908: quantities, aesthetics, politics, 
Andrew King; Ouida and the canon: recovery, reconsideration, and revisioning the popular, Pamela K. Gilbert; 
'Between men': romantic friendship in Ouida’s early novels, Jane Jordan. Part II Rewriting Ouida: ‘A hack as 
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harmful as he is brainless and one, moreover, who stabs where he steals’. Ouida, the Victorian adaptor and moths, 
Hayley Jayne Bradley; Ouida, Vernon Lee and the aesthetic novel, Sondeep Kandola; Defending female genius: the 
unlikely cultural alignment of Marie Corelli and Ouida, Nickianne Moody. Part III Ouida and Politics: Ouida and 
the Russians: aristocratic Francophilia to Tolstoyism, Diana Maltz; Opinionated Ouida, Lyn Pyckett; Politicizing the 
aesthetic: Ouida’s transnational critique of modernity, Richard Ambrosini; Appendices; Bibliography; Index. 
 
 

*** 
 
 

Catherine MCatherine MCatherine MCatherine Marshall and arshall and arshall and arshall and StéphaneStéphaneStéphaneStéphane    Guy, edsGuy, edsGuy, edsGuy, eds    
The Victorian Legacy in Political ThoughtThe Victorian Legacy in Political ThoughtThe Victorian Legacy in Political ThoughtThe Victorian Legacy in Political Thought    

PPPPeter Lang, 2014eter Lang, 2014eter Lang, 2014eter Lang, 2014    
    
The Victorian era was one that teemed with multitudinous and sometimes opposing visions of polity yet rarely 
questioned the very existence of the State. What might be called the pragmatism of the elite gave rise to a form of 
democratic compromise, allowing the growth of political ideas that may still be found in contemporary political 
thought.  
 
Have reformist, socialist, liberal or utilitarian ideas avoided the dogmatism of twentieth century politics or paved the 
way to other forms of ideology? To what extent has the organization or gradual obliteration of the State been 
influenced by evolutionary theories, the quest for effective government and expertise or, more generally, refusal of 
the past? What was the impact of Victorian thinkers and ideas on the mutation of contemporary political ideas? 
Have we reached a post-Victorian period or are we still using a Victorian rhetoric as well as Victorian theories? Have 
we not, also, reached a stage in which retrieving some of those ideas might help to solve some of our contemporary 
political problems? The essays presented in this book all attempt to answer some of these questions and try to show 
how nineteenth century thought and culture have shaped British modern political debate and, for some, still 
continue to do so. It will prove useful to academics and the general public interested in contemporary politics as well 
as the history of ideas and political philosophy. 
 
Discount for BAVS members: 30% discount on purchases, members of the BAVS can place their order 
at  conferenceorders@peterlang.com indicating this code: BAVS952014 
 

*** 
 

AnneAnneAnneAnne----MMMMarie Millimarie Millimarie Millimarie Millim    
The Victorian Diary: Authorship and Emotional LabourThe Victorian Diary: Authorship and Emotional LabourThe Victorian Diary: Authorship and Emotional LabourThe Victorian Diary: Authorship and Emotional Labour    

Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013    
    

 
 

In her examination of neglected diaristic texts, Anne-Marie Millim expands the field of Victorian diary criticism by 
complicating the conventional notion of diaries as mainly private sources of biographical information. She argues 
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that for Elizabeth Rigby Eastlake, Henry Crabb Robinson, George Eliot, George Gissing, John Ruskin, Edith 
Simcox and Gerard Manley Hopkins, the exposure or publication of their diaries was a real possibility that they 
either coveted or feared. Millim locates the diary at the intersection of the public and private spheres to show that 
well-known writers and public figures of both sexes exploited the diary's self-reflexive, diurnal structure in order to 
enhance their creativity and establish themselves as authors. Their object was to manage, rather than to indulge or 
repress, their emotions for the purposes of perfecting their observational and critical skills. Reading these diaries as 
literary works in their own right, Millim analyses their crucial role in the construction of authorship. By relating these 
Victorian writers' diaries to their publications and to contemporary works of cultural criticism, Millim shows the 
multifarious ways in which diaristic practices, emotional management and professional output corresponded to 
experiences of the literary marketplace and to nineteenth-century codes of propriety. 
 

 
*** 
 

Deborah MutchDeborah MutchDeborah MutchDeborah Mutch, ed., ed., ed., ed. 
British Socialist Fiction, 1884British Socialist Fiction, 1884British Socialist Fiction, 1884British Socialist Fiction, 1884––––1914191419141914    

(5 volume set)(5 volume set)(5 volume set)(5 volume set) 
Pickering and Chatto, 201Pickering and Chatto, 201Pickering and Chatto, 201Pickering and Chatto, 2013333    

 
Socialism in late Victorian and Edwardian Britain was a highly literate movement. From the early years of the 
socialist revival, publications such as Justice (published by the Social Democratic Federation) included short fiction 
written by, and for, socialists. Every socialist group produced some form of written text – a periodical, pamphlets or 
books – through which their particular brand of socialism could be promoted. Though the political history of this 
period has been the subject of much scholarly attention, the fiction produced and inspired by the same movement 
has been neglected. This fiction often has a clear political message and helps to illustrate both the concerns of the 
movement and those of the individual authors. 
  
Many of these authors were key figures within socialism and the study of these texts will shed fresh light on their 
views and attitudes. This edition includes both serialized fiction and short stories that have not been published since 
their original appearances. Texts are presented chronologically to show the development of ideas and to allow 
comparison with other literature of the period. It will be of interest to scholars of labour history, British political 
history, print culture and late Victorian and Edwardian society. 
  
• Makes available lesser-known texts by the key writers of the British socialist movement 
• Includes works by William Morris, Maxim Görky, Robert Blatchford and ‘Teddy Ashton’ [Charles Allen Clarke] 
• Editorial apparatus includes a general introduction, volume introductions, headnotes and endnotes 
 
 

*** 
 

Robert O’KellRobert O’KellRobert O’KellRobert O’Kell    
Disraeli: The Romance of PoliticsDisraeli: The Romance of PoliticsDisraeli: The Romance of PoliticsDisraeli: The Romance of Politics    
UnUnUnUniversity of Toronto Press, 2013iversity of Toronto Press, 2013iversity of Toronto Press, 2013iversity of Toronto Press, 2013    

    
Now also in paperback: the Press offers a 30% discount for on-line orders. 
 
Disraeli: The Romance of Politics examines the relationship between Disraeli’s novels and his political career and 
illuminates both in a way not previously attempted.  The central argument is that the recurring fantasy structures of 
Disraeli’s novels and tales bear a striking similarity to the imaginative shaping of his political career.  Both 
endeavours express the same urgencies of his life.  The novels serve Disraeli as a means of exploring and coming to 
terms with both public and private aspects of his identity that are problematical, while the politics becomes a form of 
theatre in which the tensions and ambivalences of his character, including those related to his Jewish heritage, find 
ever more powerful expression in the roles occasioned by ideological disputes and his struggle for power within the 
Conservative Party. 
    

************    
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Albert D. PionkeAlbert D. PionkeAlbert D. PionkeAlbert D. Pionke    
The Ritual Culture of Victorian Professionals: Competing for Ceremonial Status, 1838 The Ritual Culture of Victorian Professionals: Competing for Ceremonial Status, 1838 The Ritual Culture of Victorian Professionals: Competing for Ceremonial Status, 1838 The Ritual Culture of Victorian Professionals: Competing for Ceremonial Status, 1838 ----    1877187718771877    

Ashgate 2013Ashgate 2013Ashgate 2013Ashgate 2013    
 

 
 

Focusing on the middle decades of the nineteenth century, Albert D. Pionke's book historicizes the relationship of 
ritual, class, and public status in Victorian England. His analysis of various discourses related to professionalization 
suggests that public ritual flourished during the period, especially among the burgeoning ranks of Victorian 
professions. As Pionke shows, magazines, court cases, law books, manuals, and works by authors that include 
William Makepeace Thackeray, Thomas Hughes, Anthony Trollope, Charles Dickens, George Eliot, and Elizabeth 
Barrett Browning demonstrate the importance of ritual in numerous professional settings. Individual chapters 
reconstruct the ritual cultures of pre-professionalism provided to Oxbridge undergraduates; of oath-taking in a wide 
range of professional creation and promotion ceremonies; of the education, promotion, and public practice of 
Victorian barristers; and of Victorian Parliamentary elections. A final chapter considers the consequences of rituals 
that fail through the lens of the Eglinton tournament. The uneasy place of Victorian writers, who were both 
promoters of and competitors with more established professionals, is considered throughout. Pionke's book 
excavates Victorian professionals' vital ritual culture, at the same time that its engagement with literary 
representations of the professions reconstructs writers' unique place in the zero-sum contest for professional status. 
 
 

*** 
    

Mark SandyMark SandyMark SandyMark Sandy    
Romanticism, Memory, and MourningRomanticism, Memory, and MourningRomanticism, Memory, and MourningRomanticism, Memory, and Mourning    

Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013Ashgate, 2013    
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The subject of Romanticism, Memory, and Mourning could not be timelier with Žižek’s recent proclamation that we 
are ‘living in the end times’ and in an era which is preoccupied with the process and consequences of ageing. We 
mourn both for our pasts and futures as we now recognise that history is a continuation and record of loss. Mark 
Sandy explores the treatment of grief, loss, and death across a variety of Romantic poetic forms, including the ballad, 
sonnet, epic, elegy, fragment, romance, and ode in the works of poets as diverse as Smith, Hemans, Blake, 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, and Clare. Romantic meditations on grief, however varied in form 
and content, are self-consciously aware of the complexity and strength of feelings surrounding the consolation or 
disconsolation that their structures of poetic memory afford those who survive the imaginary and actual dead. 
Romantic mourning, Sandy shows, finds expression in disparate poetic forms, and how it manifests itself both as the 
spirit of its age, rooted in precise historical conditions, and as a proleptic power, of lasting transhistorical 
significance. Romantic meditations on grief and loss speak to our contemporary anxieties about the inevitable, but 
unthinkable, event of death itself. 
 
Contents: Introduction: Romantic forms of grief; ‘Curse my stars in bitter grief’: William Blake and the Songs of 
Loss; ‘Still the reckless change we mourn’: Wordsworth and the circulation of grief; ‘Enfolded close in grief’: 
Coleridge, introspection and the inward turn of the conversation poems; ‘Chasten’d thoughts of grief’: grieving 
voices and self-consuming subjectivity in Charlotte Smith and Felicia Hemans; ‘Sable lines of grief’: posthumous 
reputations and the art of forgetting in Byron’s poetic ruins; ‘A grief too sad for song’: Shelley’s elegiac voice and 
poetic voyages; ‘Grief and radiance faint’: Keats and tragic realisation; ‘Grief searching muse’: John Clare’s 
landscapes of memory and mourning; ‘Echoes of that voice’: Romantic forms of grief in Victorian poetic birdsong; 
Bibliography; Index. 
    

*** 
 

KKKKatherine Wheeleratherine Wheeleratherine Wheeleratherine Wheeler    
Victorian Perceptions of Renaissance ArchitectureVictorian Perceptions of Renaissance ArchitectureVictorian Perceptions of Renaissance ArchitectureVictorian Perceptions of Renaissance Architecture    

Ashgate, 2014Ashgate, 2014Ashgate, 2014Ashgate, 2014    
    

 
 
 

In the mid-1880s The Builder, an influential British architectural journal, published an article characterizing 
Renaissance architecture as a corrupt bastardization of the classical architecture of Greece and Rome. By the turn of 
the century, however, the same journal praised the Renaissance architect Filippo Brunelleschi as the ‘Christopher 
Columbus of modern architecture.’ Victorian Perceptions of Renaissance Architecture, 1850-1914 examines these 
conflicting characterizations and reveals how the writing of architectural history was intimately tied to the rise of the 
professional architect and the formalization of architectural education in late nineteenth-century Britain. Drawing on 
a broad range of evidence, including literary texts, professional journals, university curricula, and census records, 
Victorian Perceptions reframes works by seminal authors such as John Ruskin, Walter Pater, John Addington 
Symonds, and Geoffrey Scott alongside those by architect-authors such as William J. Anderson and Reginald 
Blomfield within contemporary architectural debates. Relevant for architectural historians, as well as literary scholars 
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and those in Victorian studies, Victorian Perceptions reassesses the history of Renaissance architecture within the 
formation of a modern, British architectural profession. 
 

*** 
    

The Selected Works of Margaret OliphantThe Selected Works of Margaret OliphantThe Selected Works of Margaret OliphantThe Selected Works of Margaret Oliphant, Part IV, Part IV, Part IV, Part IV    
The Pickering MastersThe Pickering MastersThe Pickering MastersThe Pickering Masters    

    
General Editors:General Editors:General Editors:General Editors:    Joanne Shattock Joanne Shattock Joanne Shattock Joanne Shattock andandandand    Elisabeth JayElisabeth JayElisabeth JayElisabeth Jay    

Volume Editors:Volume Editors:Volume Editors:Volume Editors:    Muireann O’Cinneide, Lyn Pykett Muireann O’Cinneide, Lyn Pykett Muireann O’Cinneide, Lyn Pykett Muireann O’Cinneide, Lyn Pykett andandandand    Joseph BristowJoseph BristowJoseph BristowJoseph Bristow    
    

Pickering & Chatto, 2014Pickering & Chatto, 2014Pickering & Chatto, 2014Pickering & Chatto, 2014    
    
Margaret Oliphant Wilson Oliphant (1828–97) is one of the most important writers of the nineteenth century. She 
was both prolific and wide ranging in her career which spanned half a century. The volumes in this series provide 
the most wide-ranging critical edition of Oliphant's works ever undertaken. Oliphant wrote some ninety-eight novels, 
over fifty short stories, and twenty-five works of non-fiction including biographies and historic guides to European 
cities.   
 
Part IV, published in May 2014, offers the first critical edition of the four full length novels and three stories that 
comprise the Chronicles of Carlingford, her most famous fictional series. Each of the five volumes contains a full 
scholarly apparatus, including the important variations between the serial versions and the first publication in volume 
format.  
 
To read more about the collection, please use the URL below:  
www.pickeringchatto.com/oliphant4 
 

*** 
    
Palgrave Macmillan Higher Education publishes a range of course texts on Victorian Literature, suitable for students 
and academics alike. 
 
CLASSICS OF CHILDREN’S LITERATURE SERIES 
Edited by M.O. Grenby and Lynne Vallone, this series presents original classic children’s literature texts alongside 
an introduction to the text, a critical commentary and contextual documents. The series launched in 2013 with four 
titles, including Little Goody-Two Shoes and Other Stories: Originally Published by John Newbery. 
 
VICTORIAN LITERATURE: A SOURCEBOOK 
An anthology of primary texts, Victorian Literature: A Sourcebook illuminates the world of nineteenth-century ideas 
and helps to contextualise key literary texts from the Victorian period.  
Edited by John Plunkett, Ana Parejo Vadillo, Regenia Gagnier, Angelique Richardson, Rick Rylance and Paul 
Young, the collection offers a range of social, cultural, political and historical documents. 
 
'A portable infinity. It is difficult to imagine a course on nineteenth-century British literature that could not make 
ample use of the touchstones gathered here—or a Victorianist who could fail to be astonished by the strange salvage 
this book mixes with the familiar.' - Paul Saint-Amour, Associate Professor of English, University of Pennsylvania, 
USA 
 
ANALYSING TEXTS: CHARLES DICKENS AND THOMAS HARDY 
The Analysing Texts series guides readers in the skills and techniques of close textual analysis which are used to 
build an insight into, and richer understanding of, an author’s individual style, themes and concerns. An additional 
section on the writer’s life and work and a comparison or major critical views place them in their personal and 
literary context. Recent titles include Charles Dickens: David Copperfield/ Great Expectations and Thomas Hardy: 
The Poems.    
 
Browse all recent course texts on Victorian Literature: at www.palgrave.com   
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BAVS Funding NewsBAVS Funding NewsBAVS Funding NewsBAVS Funding News    

The British Association for Victorian Studies (BAVS) is committed to the support of its 

members’ activities such as conferences, events and individual research projects. Funding is Funding is Funding is Funding is 

available under two schemeavailable under two schemeavailable under two schemeavailable under two schemes, s, s, s, Events funding and Research fEvents funding and Research fEvents funding and Research fEvents funding and Research fundingundingundingunding, as follow, as follow, as follow, as follows:s:s:s:    

Events funding:Events funding:Events funding:Events funding: up to £800£800£800£800 is available to support the costs of an academic conference or 

event relating to Victorian studies. The Association and its Executive remain committed to 

the development of postgraduate students, and it is anticipated that two postgraduate-

organised/led events will be funded each academic year. 

Research funding:Research funding:Research funding:Research funding: up to £500£500£500£500 is available to support the costs of individual research for 

Postgraduates and Early Career Researchers. 

Full details, including eligible costs and activities, can be found on the application forms. 

Please note that applicants to either scheme need to be BAVS members at the time of 

applying, and that grants are not intended to support individual conference attendance.  

Deadlines for the BAVS Research Funding Award andDeadlines for the BAVS Research Funding Award andDeadlines for the BAVS Research Funding Award andDeadlines for the BAVS Research Funding Award and    BAVS BAVS BAVS BAVS Events Events Events Events Funding Grant to Funding Grant to Funding Grant to Funding Grant to 

Support ConferencesSupport ConferencesSupport ConferencesSupport Conferences: There are two deadlines each year, 5pm on 30 November and 5pm 5pm on 30 November and 5pm 5pm on 30 November and 5pm 5pm on 30 November and 5pm 

on 31 Mayon 31 Mayon 31 Mayon 31 May. Applicants can expect to hear the outcome of their application within four weeks 

of submission. 

Application ProcessApplication ProcessApplication ProcessApplication Process: download and complete the relevant application form for Events 

Funding or Research Funding: see see see see http://www.bavsuk.org/funding.htmhttp://www.bavsuk.org/funding.htmhttp://www.bavsuk.org/funding.htmhttp://www.bavsuk.org/funding.htm 

Please submit allPlease submit allPlease submit allPlease submit all    applications to the BAVS Funding Officer, Dr Amelia Yeates applications to the BAVS Funding Officer, Dr Amelia Yeates applications to the BAVS Funding Officer, Dr Amelia Yeates applications to the BAVS Funding Officer, Dr Amelia Yeates 

((((yeatesa@hope.ac.ukyeatesa@hope.ac.ukyeatesa@hope.ac.ukyeatesa@hope.ac.uk). Direct any enquiries to the same address.). Direct any enquiries to the same address.). Direct any enquiries to the same address.). Direct any enquiries to the same address.    

    

The Sally Ledger Memorial Travel BursaryThe Sally Ledger Memorial Travel BursaryThe Sally Ledger Memorial Travel BursaryThe Sally Ledger Memorial Travel Bursary 

The Sally Ledger Memorial Travel Bursary is named in honour of the distinguished 

Victorianist and supporter of BAVS, Professor Sally Ledger, who died in 2009. In 

recognition of Sally’s commitment and dedication to her postgraduate students, the BAVS 

Executive decided to establish a fund in her honour. 

The bursary is for £500£500£500£500 and supports a UK postgraduate to travel to the NAVSA annual 

meeting. It is part of our ongoing commitment to postgraduates, in helping to provide 

professional experience and training for the next generation of Victorianists. The award is 

only made to a student whose application to NAVSA’s conference committee has been 

deemed successful in the competitive process to deliver a paper at the NAVSA event on the 

grounds of highest academic quality and relevance to the conference theme. 

All enquiries or questions about BAVS Funding should be directed to the Funding Officer, Amelia 
Yeates (yeatesa@hope.ac.uk). 
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*** 

TENNYSON ESSAY PRIZE 2014 

A prize of £500 is offered for the best essay on any aspect of Tennyson’s life and work, received by the 

Tennyson Publications Board by 31 July 2014.  Essays should be no longer than 5000 words. 

The competition is open to all, but entries from persons under the age of 35 will be especially 

welcomed.  

The winning entry will be published in a future edition of the Tennyson Research Bulletin.  

 

RULES OF THE COMPETITION 

1) The closing date for the submission of entries is 31 July 2014. Entries should be clearly marked 

‘Tennyson Essay Competition’. They should be sent to:  Rosalind Boyce, c/o The Tennyson Society, 

The Central Library, Free School Lane, Lincoln LN2 1EZ, England. 

2) Essays should be no longer than 5000 words and should conform to the Harvard (author/date) 

system.  

3) Only one entry per individual is allowed. 

4) Each entry should be accompanied by an abstract of approximately 200 words. 

5) Three copies of each entry should be submitted. 

6) The Publications Board reserves the right to publish in the Tennyson Research Bulletin, within a 
period of four years from the date of submission, entries other than the winning entry. Entrants will be 

informed of decisions by 31 December 2014. Typescripts will not be returned to authors. 

7) The decision of the judges, who will be drawn from the Tennyson Society Publications Board, is final 

and no correspondence will be entered into concerning their decision.   

 

************    

    

The Davy Letters Project (http://www.davy-letters.org.uk/) at the University of Lancaster has secured 

funding for a 0.54 FTE Senior Research Associateship funded by the Modern Humanities Research 

Association. This can be supplemented with a limited amount of teaching hours. The post is for one 

year starting on 1st October 2014. The advert will go out after 22nd July. If you are interested and 

would like to find out more, please contact Professor Sharon Ruston (s.ruston@lancaster.ac.uk) after 

22nd July.   

 

************    
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Birkbeck Centre for Nineteenth-Century Studies, Birkbeck, University of London 

Please join us in a virtual community reading experiment to celebrate ten years of 19.  

Autumn 2015 is the tenth anniversary of the open access online journal 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in 
the Long Nineteenth Century, published by the Birkbeck Centre for Nineteenth-Century Studies. We 

are marking this anniversary with a series of experiments with the digital possibilities of nineteenth-

century forms.  

Dickens has been at the heart of the Centre's activities since the institution of our annual Dickens Day. 

19’s anniversary coincides with 150 years of Our Mutual Friend so from May 2014 to November 2015, 

for our first experiment, we will meet as a virtual reading community to share the monthly rhythm of 

Dickens's novel as it was published in nineteen parts:  

http://dickensourmutualfriend.wordpress.com/  

The plan is to follow the monthly publication from May 2014 to November 2015 through blogs, twitter, 

and other social media initiatives. There will be a tweeting day a month to mark each monthly part and 

a blog, which will announce the upcoming publication and tweeting date, keep the momentum, and 

offer interesting materials and angles to the discussion. None of this would have been possible without 

Dr Ben Winyard, who is running the blog and twitter. Emma Curry, one of Birkbeck’s research 

students, will help bring the postgraduate community on board, and Dr David McAllister has promised 

his hand. Please get in touch with Luisa, Ben or David if you'd like to offer a blog.  

We are bringing together an international team of Dickens scholars to blog for our virtual reading 

community. John Jordan and the participants to Dickens Universe have been invited to join us in the 

run up to their own residential reading of OMF at Santa Cruz in August.  

Please join us too in this virtual reading experiment, share ideas, and spread the word. 

Best wishes 

Dr Luisa Calè, on behalf of the Birkbeck Centre for Nineteenth-Century Studies 

l.cale@bbk.ac.uk 

d.mcallister@bbk.ac.uk 

b.winyard@bbk.ac.uk 

 

************    

CALL FOR REVIEWERS: 
 
 
The Journal of Literature and Science http://www.literatureandscience.org is currently commissioning 
article reviews for publication in its Reviews section. 
 
The JLS does not review books, but, quite uniquely, focuses instead on journal articles published in the 
field in the last year to 18 months. Below are a number of articles that we would like to offer members 
the chance to review for the Journal’s forthcoming issues in 2013. Its largely first come, first served, so 
do get in touch with me m.geric@westminster.ac.uk with an offer to do specific articles. 
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If you would like to review a relevant article that does not appear in the list below, please also contact 
me. The JLS would be perfectly happy to consider alternatives to those listed here. 
 
Many thanks and look forward to hearing from you, 
 
Michelle  
 
Mary Elizabeth Leighton and Lisa Surridge, “Evolutionary Discourse and the Credit Economy in 
Elizabeth Gaskell’s Wives and Daughters.” Victorian Literature and Culture 41. 3 (2013): 487-501.  
 
Allison Speicher, “A Space for Science: Science Education and the Domestic in Louisa May Alcott’s 
Little Men.” Partial Answers: Journal of Literature and the History of Ideas 12: 1 (2014): 63-85.  
    
Ruth Heholt, “Science, Ghosts and Vision: Catherine Crowe's Bodies of Evidence and the Critique of 
Masculinity.” Victoriographies 4 (2014): 46-61.  
 
John Attridge, “Two Types of Secret Agency: Conrad, Causation, and Popular Spy Fiction.” Texas 
Studies in Literature and Language 55.2 (2013): 125-158. 
 
ARTICLES FOR REVIEW: 
Reviews should be 750 words long and should offer both a description of the article as well as an 
analysis of its achievements. For more details please follow the link http://www.literatureandscience.org 
or contact Michelle Geric m.geric@westminster.ac.uk to register your interest. 
 
 

*** 
 

THE LAVENGRO PRESS  

The Lavengro Press has been established for the purpose of publishing for sale material relating to 

George Borrow (1803-1881). It is intended to include a range of reprints as well as occasional papers of 

a kind too substantial to appear in the George Borrow Bulletin, though normally no longer than ninety-

six pages. 

 Since 1987 a number of works about Borrow have been issued for private circulation, some of 

which only exist in editions of thirty copies, which of course means they are extremely scarce. We wish 

to rescue these from oblivion. New occasional papers may include conference proceedings and winners 

of the George Borrow Trust’s biennial essay competition as well as commissioned and unsolicited 

material. All publications are offered as paperbacks and are also available in pdf (portable document 

format).  

The intention is to produce three publications a year. Titles may be purchased either through an annual 

subscription in advance, or singly. For a catalogue of new and forthcoming items with prices and 

subscription rates see the Lavengro Press website:  

http://www. lavengropress.co.uk. 

The Lavengro Press is independent of the George Borrow Trust and the George Borrow  

Society.  

Joint Editorial Directors: 
Dr Ann M. Ridler 
Dr Clive Wilkins-Jones        
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*** 
 

George Borrow Trust Essay Competition, 201George Borrow Trust Essay Competition, 201George Borrow Trust Essay Competition, 201George Borrow Trust Essay Competition, 2014444----2012012012015555    
The George Borrow Trust (registered Charity number 1114630) is holding its second  essay 
competition on the work of the nineteenth-century polymath, George Borrow (1803-1881). 
The competition is international and is open to members and non-members of the George Borrow 
Society. Officers of the George Borrow Trust, their families and the families of the two judges are 
excluded. Entries should be sent to the Chairman of the Trust, Dr Ann Soutter, St Mary’s Cottage, 61 
Thame Road, Warborough, Wallingford, Oxfordshire OX10 7EA, to arrive by 1 March 2015. 
The entry form, which is available online, should be signed and returned with the entry. See 
http://www.georgeborrowtrust.org.uk/projects/essaycompetition.php 
 
The essay, which should be written in English, should relate to Borrow’s work and have a title of the 
entrant’s choosing. The essay should be at least 5,000 words long. It should be the original work of the 
named entrant and previously unpublished in print or any other medium. Three typed copies should be 
supplied on A4 paper printed on one side only, double-spaced (or 1.5) and in font size no smaller than 
12-point, presented in a simple binder. Owing to the costs of printing, no emailed entries can be 
accepted. 
 
The competition will be judged by two Borrow scholars, Professor George Hyde and Associate 
Professor David Chandler. The decision of the judges is final. The George Borrow Trust reserves the 
right not to award the prize if, in the judges’ opinion, none of the entries attains the required standard. 
Otherwise the winner will be contacted in mid-June 2015. 
 
The winner will receive a cheque for £500, presented at the George Borrow Society Biennial General 
Meeting (BGM) in 2015 and the winning essay will be published under the auspices of the Lavengro 
Press. If the winner is unable to attend the BGM, the prize will be sent by secure mail. 
No entry will be accepted without a signed entry form, which should be attached to the first page of the 
first copy of the essay. No personal details should appear on the essay pages themselves. The George 
Borrow Trust is unable to return entries.  
 
For information about the winner and runners-up of the 2013 Essay Competition see 
www.georgeborrowtrust.org.uk. 
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